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Mandated
reporters
at SCSU
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

With the most recent developments in the Penn State scandal,
universities across the country are
taking a look at their mandatory
reporting requirements.
While many individuals are
advocating for the former head
football coach at Penn State, Joe
8I\MZVWKTIQUQVO\PI\PMN]TÅTTML
all of his required duties, others
have been left wondering how
so much has slipped through the
cracks.
Within the state of Minnesota, individuals who are health
and child care providers, teachers,
clergy, and law enforcement are
all required by law to report any
child abuse or neglect that has
occurred in the past three years to
authorities.
According to the Rape, Abuse,
IVL1VKM[\6I\QWVIT6M\_WZS
:)166NIQT]ZM\WZMXWZ\KPQTL
abuse or neglect can result in a
misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor, or even a felony charge with
additional sentencing in the event
that the child dies as a result of
a lack of intervention or mediKITKIZM1N IVQVLQ^QL]ITSVW_[
or reasonably should know that
a child is, or was, in danger, he
or she is at risk of these charges
and may have his or her license
revoked.
;\I\Q[\QK[NZWU:)166PI^M
]V^MQTML\PI\IXXZW`QUI\MTa
percent of attackers were family
UMUJMZ[ XMZKMV\IKY]IQV\IVKM[IVLXMZKMV\WN I\\IKS[
were committed by a stranger.
)[XMZKMV\WN ITTZIXM
^QK\QU[IZM]VLMZ\PMIOMWN 
\PW[MIL]T\[WZI]\PWZQ\aÅO]ZM[
who are in contact with the
child are held responsible for the
ZMXWZ\QVOWN \PM[M`]ITIJ][MWZ
neglect.
The Minnesota Coalition
)OIQV[\;M`]IT)[[I]T\LMÅVM[
¹[M`]ITIJ][MºI[PI^QVO\_W
[MXIZI\MKI\MOWZQM["[M`]IT
KWV\IK\QMZ]JJQVOOZWXQVO
IVL[M`]ITXMVM\ZI\QWV<PM[M
forms of contact are typically
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Annie Leonard answers questions during the question and answer session.

Annie Leonard speaks on stuff
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

-^MZaLIa)UMZQKIV[IZMM`XW[ML\W
KW]V\TM[[V]UJMZ[WN KIZKQVWOMV[\W`QV[
and other dangerous synthetic chemicals. On
6W^MUJMZ)VVQM4MWVIZLXZM[MV\ML¹<PM
;\WZaWN ;\]NN º_PQKP_I[KZMI\MLQVJa
4MWVIZLIVL.ZMM:IVOM;\]LQWQVWZLMZ\W
help inform individuals about impending environmental crises and their effect on humanity.
The presentation opened with the viewing
of the documentary, “The Story of Stuff ”,
that has accumulated over 13 million views
[QVKMQ\[TI]VKPQV,MKMUJMZWN ¹<PM
;\WZaWN ;\]NN º_I[\PMÅZ[\WN [M^MZITUW^QM[
UILMJa4MWVIZLIN\MZPMZaMIZ[WN \ZI^MTing the globe in search of answers.
Annie Leonard, originally from Seattle,

Wash., attended Barnard University as well as
Cornell University where she earned a degree
QVKQ\aIVLZMOQWVITXTIVVQVO-^MZ[QVKM
Leonard was young, she hoped to better the
environment as she became a vegetarian at the
IOMWN IVLILUQ\\MLTaL]O\PZW]OP6M_
York City’s garbage in order to learn just what
was being thrown away by Americans.
)KKWZLQVO\W4MWVIZLVMIZTaXMZKMV\
of all waste within the United States is paper
IVLXIXMZUILMXZWL]K\[1V4MWVIZL¼[
[WXPWUWZMaMIZ[PMM`XTWZML.ZM[P3QTT[
4IVLÅTT¹\PM[MKWVLTIZOM[\UIVUILM[\Z]Kture,” which can be viewed from space by the
naked eye.
.WZUMZTaMUXTWaMLJa/ZMMVXMIKM)VVQM
4MWVIZL\ZI^MTMLIZW]VL\PM_WZTLNWZ
years tracking garbage and its path through
the environment and society. After traveling
\WLQNNMZMV\KW]V\ZQM[4MWVIZLZM\]ZVML

ÅMZKMTaLM\MZUQVML\WQVNWZUKWV[]UMZ[WN 
the system they were supporting.
¹AW]KIVVW\Z]VITQVMIZ[a[\MUWVIÅVQ\M
planet,” Leonard said. “… [we are] trashing
the planet.”
4MWVIZLKWV\QV]ML\WM`XTIQVPW_\PM
OW^MZVUMV\PI[VW\N]TÅTTML¹Q\[RWJºWN XZWtecting and taking care of the people of the
United States as it have not taken preventative
measures to defend citizens from major corporations and their hidden agendas.
“The time is right to make a change,”
Leonard said. “[We] need to take our democracies and get corporations out.”
4MWVIZLM`XTIQVML\WPMZI]LQMVKM\PI\
people are not only trashing the planet, but
we’re also trashing one another and that, in
her opinion, the “worst part” is that people are

6HH*&+,,()(!"#$

Budget advisory group discusses debt
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Thierry Amisi has written a book about psychology and it will
be ready for publishing next spring.

SCSU student to publish book
Leah Carr
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

When an encounter with a
professor sparked his curiosity
about the workings of the human
mind, Thierry Amisi began to do
some research. But he didn’t stop
I\ÆQXXQVO\PZW]OP\M`\JWWS[°PM
decided to write his own.
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Titled “Cognitive Science and
H. Rationalism”, Amisi’s book
will be available for purchase
sometime in the middle of the
[XZQVO[MUM[\MZ+]ZZMV\Ta
a junior majoring in political
science at SCSU, Amisi spent his

6HH-$$.()(!"#$

The Budget Advisory
Group at SCSU met
in order to discuss key
issues regarding future
projects.
On Dec. 1, the group
gathered to review a variety of things important
to the SCSU budget.
The foremost topic
was the release of the
5V;+=ÅVIVKQITKWVLQtion report. The report
focuses on four factors.
Reserve balance, viability, months of operation,
and timeliness of debt
payments all contribute
to a greater score that
measures the composite
ÅVIVKQITQVLM`+.1WN 
each institution. The

Men’s hockey loses, ties

scale is measured from
-1.0 to 3.0, with scores
having the ability to
M`KMMLMIKPJW]VLIZa)
+.1WN WZPQOPMZQVdicates the institution is
in a good position for responsibility. Lower than
that score still indicates
ÅVIVKQITZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a
but it also shows that the
institution requires over^QM_.WZ\PMÅ[KIT
aMIZ;+;=[\WWLI\
which is considered a
strong standing.
Though still considMZMLÅVIVKQITTaZM[XWV[Qble and reliable, SCSU’s
score has dropped since
\PMÅ[KITaMIZNZWU
<PMUIQVNIK\WZ
that has contributed to
this drop is the Coborn
Plaza lease, which has

Page 16
Husky hockey lost
\PMQZÅZ[\PWUMOIUM
to Bemidji State on
Saturday after tying
WV.ZQLIaVQOP\

damaged the long-term
TQIJQTQ\a<PM1;-4.
building, SCSU’s current
science building project,
has not yet affected the
+.1J]\Q[XZWRMK\ML\W
LW[WQV\PMÅ[KIT
aMIZ<PM1;-4.J]QTLQVOQ[M`XMK\ML\WPI^M
less of an impact than
Coborn Plaza, though,
due to lower debt ser^QKM<PMQVLM`V]UJMZ
is also heavily sensitive to
capital construction.
<PM+.1LWM[VW\
indicate an institution’s
ÅVIVKQITPMIT\P
“What a declining
number shows is the
reduction of [an institution’s] capacity to take
on additional debt,”
said Provost Devinder
Malhotra.

4I]OPQVO)TT\PM?Ia11

The Advisory Group
went on to talk about the
decline of enrollment for
[XZQVO[MUM[\MZ
The projected decrease
of enrollment was set at
 XMZKMV\<PMK]Zrent decrease currently
[\IVL[I\XMZKMV\
These numbers are
currently set to change
_PMVÅVITMVZWTTUMV\
reports have been issued;
the outlook is generally
close to current standings. The number of
enrolled undergraduate
students has decreased
!XMZKMV\_PQTM\PM
number of graduate
students has increased
JaXMZKMV\<PQ[Q[
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8IOM
The second production of the
holiday-themed
show ‘Laughing
All the Way’ is on
at Pioneer Place.
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Water bottles on campus promote sustainability
Aaron Kieffer
Jade Kusmierz
Ksenia Perevozchikova
TEAM ARTICLE

Sustainability has an ever-growing concern, from
electricity to food, water and recycling. Actions are
taken daily to better the planet in which we depend
on and live. Climate changes along with catastrophic
events across the globe bring awareness of our lifestyles.
Two colleges in Minnesota have banned the sale
of plastic water bottles. No, SCSU is not one of
them. However, the University may soon follow the
steps made by Macalester and the College of Saint
Benedict, which are both banning plastic water bottles
from being sold on their campuses.
Implementing a policy to reduce the use of
bottled water, the College of Saint Benedict is one
of nine universities across the nation to take one step
further in becoming a more sustainable campus. The
policy has been in effect since August and so far has
been a success.
<PMXWTQKa_I[_ZQ\\MVW^MZ\PMKW]Z[MWN ¼[
fall semester with approval from many committees
_Q\PQV\PMKWTTMOM<PMXWTQKa_I[ÅVITQbMLQV.MJZ]ary, giving many months to prepare students, faculty,
staff and visitors of the changes to be made for the
next academic year.
Thirty-nine hydration stations have been installed
across the campus of St. Benedict. The stations are
J]QT\\WÅTTZM][IJTMJW\\TM[MI[QTaIVLPI^MI[\IVdard drinking fountain within the complex. Digital
counters are located inside the top of the machines
\WUWVQ\WZPW_UIVaJW\\TM[PI^MJMMVÅTTMLI\MIKP
station. Students have a positive attitude towards
the policy changes and “there have been no issues
brought to my attention,” says Judy Purman, director
of the Sustainability Council.
Purman was appointed the director of this counKQTW^MZIaMIZIOWIVL_I[[]ZXZQ[ML\WÅVL\PI\I
group of students had already begun to make changes

to the college buying plastic bottled water. Hundreds
of students signed a petition to ban the use of plastic
bottled water on campus and those who administered
the petition began to work with the Sustainability
Council to create this policy.
?WZZQM[WN \PM[KPWWT¼[JWWS[\WZMTW[QVOUWVMaJa
not selling bottled water were quickly shattered with
ITIZOMZXZWÅ\JMQVOUILMNZWUK][\WUMZ[J]aQVO
reusable water bottles. The money made from selling
the reusable bottles went to the installation of the
hydration stations found on the campus. The culinary
services handle the vending machine contract and
have run into no problems with the vendors since the
policy went into action.
The Sustainability Council of St. Benedict has
more on their plate than just the bottled water policy.
Students, faculty, staff and administrators of this
council are working to develop and implement a master plan for the campus. Seven categories are within
this master plan including sustainable buildings, food,
dining, grounds, education, transportation and responsible consumption. The council also implemented a plan for the cafeteria to not use trays beginning
at the start of this school year and has saved over 28
percent on food waste during the month of October.
Purman says the master plan “will be the main governing document for moving sustainability initiatives
forward on campus.”
Advocates for Animals and the Environment is an
;+;=WZOIVQbI\QWVIT[W_WZSQVOWVUW^QVO[][\IQVability issues forward on campus. AAE formed in
2008 by fellow students who share a common goal
to raise the awareness of various social issues. The
OZW]X¼[KWVKMZV[QVKT]LM\PMMV^QZWVUMV\[][\IQVability and the treatment of non-human animals.
“AAE is made up of a group of people who
cares and wants to take action for so many different
issues, water bottle campaign being one of them,”
said Ken Nomura, current secretary of AAE, former
AAE President in 2009 and Treasurer in 2010. AAE
at SCSU is working hard to spread awareness and
educate students about using water bottles.

As of today, the water bottle campaign is not as
driven towards removing plastic bottles from campus,
but focusing on installing more hydration stations, or
[WKITTMLZMÅTTQVO[\I\QWV[7VMQ[TWKI\MLWV\PMÅZ[\
ÆWWZWN )\_WWLIVLPI[JMMV^MZaXWX]TIZIUWVO
students.
“I wish there were more of these stations in other
J]QTLQVO[[W1LWV¼\VMML\WOW\W)\_WWLITT\PM
\QUM\WZMÅTTUaJW\\TMº[IQL;+;=[\]LMV\)Ta[QI
while pouring water from the hydration station in her
reusable bottle. The hope is to replace our campus
with more hydration stations like the one currently in
Atwood.
<PMXZWJTMUQ[\PI\QV[\ITTQVO\PMZMÅTTQVO[\I\QWV[
costs a lot of money. This could be tough for student
WZOIVQbI\QWV[[]KPI[))-_PQKPQ[VW\N]VLMLJa
IVaW\PMZWZOIVQbI\QWVWZOW^MZVUMV\¹1\¼[M`XMV[Q^M
and harmful to the environment to keep purchasing
plastic water bottles,” said Becky Bates, President of
AAE. According to Bates, the club is in the beginning
stages of this plan and is currently forming committees, making posters, and wanting to set up booths to
inform people. “The money is going to be there, if
we can show that there is a need for more stations the
school will be more willing to help fund this project,”
commented Bates.
The AAE club has visited each building at SCSU
and has looked at every water fountain on campus.
¹5W[\WN \PM_I\MZNW]V\IQV[WVKIUX][IZMV¼\JMQVO
used and there is reasons for that, almost every water
NW]V\IQVWV\PM\WXÆWWZ[LWV¼\_WZSºKWUUMV\ML
Bates. Bates would like to replace all the old ones, or
even better put in more hydration stations. “I tried
to get a drink of water using one of our current foun\IQV[IVL1KW]TLV¼\?I\MZLQLV¼\KWUMW]\;WLQ[IXpointing.” Bates says that one of the reasons students
keep buying water bottles and not using our current
water fountains is because many of them do not work,
IZMLQZ\aIVL\PM_I\MZQ[VW\KWTL¹1N [\]LMV\¼[_MZM
more informed about the effects of using plastic water

6HH!"##$%&'('!"#$

Cultural Café
showcases
two countries
Sydney Thompson
Jessica Litzinger
Ryan Stafford
TEAM ARTICLE

LI SHIN LOO / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Annie Leonard talks about her experiences.

Stuff
Continued from Page 1

no longer having fun, saying that free
time for doing things we love is at an
all time low.
Another element which was incorXWZI\MLQV\W4MWVIZL¼[XZM[MV\I\QWV
was the idea that due to the chemicals which have been implanted into
nearly all man-made products, the
carcinogenic and toxic substances are
now within the human body.
“Toxins in means toxins out,”
Leonard said. “Babies are being prepolluted… I never knowingly ingested
any of these chemicals, yet here they
are, inside of me.”
Leonard reminded the audience
of what truly made them “happy”.
She stated that quality relationships,
leisure time, and a strong sense of
purpose along with a common goal
are what are behind true happiness.
Additionally, Leonard told the

students that college was “a time of
high community and low stuff ” and
\PI\_PMVXMWXTMZMÆMK\]XWV\PMQZ
TQ^M[\PMaÅVL\PI\\PMQZKWTTMOMaMIZ[
were most memorable because of that
feeling of community.
Leonard encouraged the SCSU
students to promote green building,
biomimicry, and green chemistry,
whether through purposeful consumption or developing a career around
these ideas.
“Build a movement,” Leonard
[IQL¹+PIVOMQ[QVM^Q\IJTM°1\¼[R][\I
matter of when.”
Members of the audience were enthusiastically applauding and cheering
as Leonard brought up the “Occupy
Movements” that has been sweeping
the nation. Whispers of “Occupy St.
Cloud” could be heard amidst the
crowd.
One couple, Dan and Emily
Johnson, explained that once they had
PMIZLWN 4MWVIZL¼[XZM[MV\I\QWV\PMa
were thrilled that she would be com-

QVO\W;IQV\+TW]L;\I\M¼[KIUX][\W
speak to the students and community.
“The presentation was extremely
_MTTLWVMIVLLMÅVQ\MTaOW\\PMI\\MVtion of the students,” Johnson said.
However, there were some within
the audience who were not nearly as
impressed. Laura McCabe, another
member of the community, walked
out in the beginning of the presentation.
“There are so many inaccuraKQM[_Q\PQV\PI\UW^QMQ\¼[[QKSMVQVOº
5K+IJM[IQL¹<PMa¼ZMJI[PQVO
corporations which have given people
M^MZa\PQVO\PMaPI^M\WLIa°Q\¼[
hypocritical.”
If interested in learning more
about “The Story of Stuff ” and LeonIZL¼[UQ[[QWVXTMI[M^Q[Q\[\WZaWN[\]NN
com to view the documentary and
ZMILUWZMWV\PMXZWRMK\¼[X]ZXW[M

International students
present a taste of their
countries Fridays starting at
2 p.m. in Mitchell Hall.
Students from Germany
and South Korea presented
a general overview about
their respective countries.
The students presented
about music, clothing, cities, languages, food, and
general geographic and
demographic information.
Mikiyas Belay coordinates the Cultural Cafés as
a member of the International Student Association
(ISA).
Belay said the typical
amount of students who
come to Cultural Cafés is
between 18-100 students.
Cultural Cafés have been
held in Mitchell Hall for the
TI[\Å^MaMIZ[<PMaPI^M
the event in Mitchell Hall
instead of Atwood because
they are not required to use
Sodexo food.
*MTIa[IQL¹1¼U\PMWVM
who decides what country to do each week, but
1LMKQLMJI[MLWV_PW¼[
going to do it voluntarily.
But if some countries are
doing cultural nights, then
_MLWV¼\PI^M\WLW\PMU
for Cultural Cafés. Cultural
Cafés are for countries that
LWV¼\PI^M\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a
to do cultural nights.”
Germany did not have
a cultural night, so they
had a Cultural Café. David
Gobler, an exchange student from Germany, came
to the United States two
months ago, and spoke on
behalf of Germany.
“It took about an hour
to prepare for the presentation. Miki asked me to do
the presentation. I learned
more about my country,
IVLIJMVMÅ\Q[UMM\QVO
other people.” Gobler said
Students have the benMÅ\WN TMIZVQVOIJW]\W\PMZ
countries.
Jennifer Johnson, a
freshman at SCSU, said, “I
thought the presentation
was very interesting, and I
learned a lot. It was different than I thought it would

6HH)*+,'('!"#$

Events
Calendar
Monday
E Timesheet: How
to use the MnSCU
Module
8:30 - 9:30 a.m.
This event is free and
open to SCSU staff.
This workshop will
teach staff how to
use the new MnSCU
module. This workshop
_QTTNWK][[XMKQÅKITTa
on how to submit
schedule requests.

Tuesday
Information
Technology and
Security Club
6 - 8 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
Headley Hall, room
213. This event will
host speakers and have
two teams compete:
one cyber offense and
one cyber defense.

Wednesday
Chairs Wisdom
Collaboration
3 - 5 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place
at Atwood, in the
Voyageurs South room.
This event is sponsored
by the Center for
Excellence in Teaching
and Learning and will
be a conference and
workshop.

Thursday
Business Services:
Accounting on the
Web
8 - 9 a.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
Centennial Hall, room
351. This workshop is
designed for employees
and not students.
This workshop will
focus around the new
MnSCU model of
accounting.

Weeklong
Last week of
classes
Mon - Fri
This is the last week of
classes for Fall semester
2011 at SCSU. Make
sure to cram in that last
bit of studying before
ÅVIT[<PM+PZWVQKTM¼[
next issue will print Jan.
9th. Thanks for reading
this semester. Have a
OZMI\JZMISIVL_M¼TT
see you next semester.
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Budget

Café

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 3

however, an increase of four
students compared to the 272 less
undergraduates.
Enrollment for the 2012 fall
semester, which can be estimated
upon by the number of applications sent, has remained close to
the previous year’s application
number. This number may be
LQNÅK]T\\WKWUXIZM\WXZM^Qous years, however, as a waived
application fee has brought in
thousands of more applications.
Around 1,200 were estimated to
have been sent in for one week.
These numbers are based on apXTQKI\QWV[QV[\MILWN KWVÅZUML
enrollment.
“Some students may have
applied that didn’t have much
interest,” said Vice President for
Administrative Affairs, Steven
Ludwig.
The budget plan for the 2013
Å[KITaMIZ_I[IT[WJZQMÆaLQ[cussed during the meeting. As of
now, no new changes have been
made to the current budget plan.

be. My favorite part was the food.
I would come to more of these.”
At the Germany cultural cafe,
students experienced the taste of
sauerkraut and hotdogs, a typical
dish in Germany.
At the South Korea Cultural
+INuQ\_I[\PMÅZ[\aMIZ\PI\
presenters Jaehee Kim and Christopher Spaulding did a cultural
cafe, and they both agreed that
they would do another one in the
future.
SCSU student Lucas Golliet,
said, “I go to every one of these
things [Cultural Cafés]. I like
learning about new cultures. The
food is good, and it’s always good
at every one of these events.”
Students from Korean Student
Association (KSA) served galbi,
a steamed pork dish and kimchi,
which is cabbage made with a
variety seasonings.
Sanga Park said they couldn’t
buy kimchi in St. Cloud, so they
purchased it in Minneapolis.
Yung Joo Pyo, a contributing
member, said it took about two
hours to cook and prepare the
food.
Center for International Studies provided $100 to cover the
food expenses, and students from
KSA also pitched in money for
food.
This semester, ISA has also
organized Cultural Cafés for
the Ivory Coast, the Dominican
Republic, Venezuela, Mexico, El
Salvador, Thailand and Burundi.
Pakistan will be the next Cultural
Café.
Belay said, “The biggest
JMVMÅ\Q[\PI\XMWXTMKIVTMIZV
more about other countries and
learn about education for people
who would like to study abroad.
I encourage everyone to come
to cultural cafes because it’s free
food, and it’s a good experience.”

“W

hat a declining
number shows is the reduction of
[an institution’s] capacity to take
on additional debt”

Devinder Malhotra
SCSU Provost

Reporters
Continued from Page 1

committed by an individual who
is known to the child, such as
a babysitter, teacher, parent, or
coach, and have an aggressive or
sexual nature.
Additionally, physical abuse is
described as being both a mental
and physical nature while neglect
is the failure to supply necessary
food, shelter, health care, and a
safe environment.
Children who have been
subjected to forms of abuse, both
physical and sexual as well as
neglect, typically exhibit signs of
distress.
These signs may include eating disorders, sleep disturbances,
withdrawal from family, friends,
or typical activities, a low selfesteem, suicide attempts, anxiety,
excessive bathing or poor hygiene,
LQNÅK]T\QM[KWVKMV\ZI\QVOI\_WZS
or school, depression, and drug or
alcohol dependency.
If it is suspected that a child
is or has been a victim of sexual
or physical abuse or neglect, it is
necessary to contact a local child
protective services agency or
9-1-1 to report the incident(s). It
is helpful to log or document the
offenses in order to help investigators and social workers better
understand the situation and
serve the child. Additional information, such as the names and
ILLZM[[M[WN \PMXIZMV\[[XMKQÅK
details about what happened and
where, the names of any sibling
which the child may have and the
TWKI\QWVWN \PMQLMV\QÅMLKPQTLIZM
M`\ZMUMTaPMTXN]T_PMVÅTQVOI
report.
If you suspect that a child is in
danger of sexual or physical abuse
or neglect contact the Minnesota
Department of Human Services
at 1.800.422.4453 or call 9-1-1.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Thierry Amisi is a junior at SCSU. His book is titled ‘Cognitive Science and H. Rationalism’.

Bottles

Book

Continued from Page 3

Continued from Page 1
ÅZ[\\_WaMIZ[WN KWTTMOM_WZSQVO\W_IZL[PQ[)[[WKQates Degree at Rochester Community and Technical
College in Rochester, MN. It was during his time in
Rochester that he became interested in aspects of
the human brain.
It all started around this time last year, when
Amisi and Rick Ascheman, a Professor in the history department, passed each other in the halls of
RCTC. Amisi, an international student from Congo,
moved to Rochester to live with a host family while
attending college and had previously had Ascheman
as a professor, who worked with him to make the
transition from home easier. When he saw his former
professor walking towards him, he contemplated
whether or not to say hello. “I didn’t believe that he
would even remember me, since probably he has
taught more than 100 international students or so,”
he said. But to Amisi’s surprise, Ascheman did recognize him, and even remembered him enough to call
out his name and ask how he was doing.
This interaction made Amisi think about the ability of the human mind to recognize people, so he
decided to try to learn more. “I started thinking, but
also started doing a lot of reading and research,” he
said. “With time, I realized that it started becoming
more and more interesting.”
As his interest grew, Amisi began writing about
theories and concepts of his own. He initially wanted
to write and possibly publish a 20-page paper about
PQ[ÅVLQVO[J]\NW]VL\PI\Q\R][\_I[V¼\MVW]OP
Soon 20 pages turned into 30, which turned into 40,
which eventually grew to over 100 pages of research.
That research is now his very own book. It’s
split up into four chapters ranging 25 to 40 pages
in length, and will be somewhere between 160-200
pages long once editing is completed.
?PMVPMÅZ[\JMOIV_ZQ\QVO)UQ[Q_I[V¼\[]ZM
of what exactly the focus of his book would be.
That is, until a late night trip to the restroom gave
him an idea. When Amisi walked into the bathroom

and turned on the light, the brightness of the room
LQ[WZQMV\MLPQUNWZIUWUMV\?PMVPMÅVITTaOW\
his bearings, he realized he was standing in front of
the bathroom mirror.
At that moment, he created the concept of his
book. He came to the conclusion that the human
mind, just like a man-made mirror, has the ability
\W\ISMZMÆMK\QWV[[I^M\PMUIVLZMKITT\PMVQV\PM
future if necessary. He applied this theory to his
encounter with Ascheman.
“If my professor had never met me before, he
wouldn’t have been able to recall my name. So if he
could recall my name or if he could remember me,
it was because someday, or anyhow, or depending
on the amount of repetition, I was in front of his
mind. And somehow, his memory had recorded me
so he was able to recall that image and could say my
name,” he said. “That was the beginning of everything, so I started writing.”
7VKMPMÅVQ[PMLPMKWV\IK\MLX]JTQ[PQVOIOMVcies around the state to see if they would work with
him. He was successful, and will be publishing his
book through Outskirts Press in the spring.
Amisi received encouraging reactions from
friends and family. “I was initially astounded that
Theirry was writing a book,” said Devin Culhane.
Culhane met Amisi while he was studying at RCTC
JMNWZM\ZIV[NMZZQVO\W;\7TIN +WTTMOMQV6WZ\PÅMTL
and since then the two have formed a close friendship. “I was thoroughly impressed with his understanding of abstract ideas of human interaction,” he
said. “Thierry’s demeanor at times seems reserved
but when he has something to say it is worth listening to.”
Amisi says that the book will be an easy read for
anyone, and is interested to see who reads it.
“I hope it will be a good book when it comes
out,” said Amisi, “I want awareness. I want this idea
\WJMSVW_V\WUW[\XMWXTM\PI\¼[UaÅZ[\NWK][
whether I make money or not I care less. I just want
something that contributes to education.“

bottles and had access to more hydration stations, our SCSU campus
would be more green and could make
a big difference,” said Bates. The
AAE club is in the process of designing a plan for the plastic water bottle
ban and is asking for all necessary
help to get the word out to bring the
plan into action.
Food waste and recycling are major concepts in living a more sustainable lifestyle. Seeing how one-third of
each plastic water bottle is made from
oil along with the natural degradation of plastic taking thousands of
years on top of the marketing aspect
of bottled water, the College of Saint
Benedict is moving in a progressive
direction. “20 years ago there was
hardly any bottled water, everyone
used a cup or drinking fountains,”
says Purman. The bottled water
policy is a key concept to ensure that
future generations will be more conscious of their sustainable lifestyles.
What students can do is educate
each other about plastic bottle harm
and avoid using them. “You can help
the campaign by spreading the word
against using bottled water. Tell your
friends that water bottle is bad,”
said Nomura. This campaign is very
important to SCSU’s community for
many reasons. These reasons include
human rights versus corporate
privatization of water sources, over
consumption and more. “But it is especially important for SCSU because
the school’s image will change. SCSU
will look progressive and become a
role-model, a leader for a greener
campus if the selling of bottled water
can be removed,” said Nomura.

Occupy Minneapolis faces weather, regulations
Staff Report

Changes in the weather and enforcement of county
policies may be changing the way people are protesting
with the Occupy Minnesota demonstration on the Hennepin Government Plaza.
It was announced a few weeks ago that the county
would start enforcing policies in regards to camping and
sleeping out on the Plaza over night.
While the policies had not been strictly enforced at Occupy Minnesota before, they are being enforced now.
0MVVMXQVKW]V\aWNÅKQIT[UW^MLQVWV<P]Z[LIa
morning at 4 a.m. to physically remove tents and enforce
the no-camping rule on the Plaza.
While the no-camping policies have been made clear to
the Occupy Minnesota protesters, they continued to set up

tents and sleep on the Plaza overnight. There were about
30 tents set up on the southwest corner of the Plaza, and
XZW\M[\MZ[PI^M^W_ML\W[XMVL\PMVQOP\QVLMÅIVKMWN \PM
county rule against tents and structures on the Plaza.
Two protesters were arrested Thursday morning after
they had moved across the street and set up their tents
in front of Minneapolis City Hall after police took them
down on the Plaza. One man resisted police in their efforts
to clear the tents from city property, and another demon[\ZI\WZ_I[IZZM[\ML_PMVPMIXXZWIKPMLWNÅKMZ[I[\PMa
were taking tents away.
Along with removing tents, police were also instructed
to remove any unattended belongings left on the Plaza.
Since the Occupy protest has been going on since Oct.
7, many objects and belongings have accumulated on the
Plaza. Protesters say their belongings are being looked

after, but the policy will not allow protestors to have any
belongings on the Plaza other than signs. In addition to the
removal of tents and belongings from the Plaza, no one
will be allowed to sleep on the Plaza when the temperature
drops below 25 degrees.
The county says the new enforcement of policies is
largely due to the change in weather as winter quickly approaches. The weather is the big concern; they do not want
anyone getting hypothermia or to be camping in the snow.
<PMXZW\M[\MZ[IZMÅVLQVO\PI\\PMKWTL_MI\PMZIVLVM_
MVNWZKMUMV\WN \PMXWTQKQM[Q[UISQVOQ\UWZMLQNÅK]T\\W
keep the protest going on the Government Plaza. Protesters are looking to start demonstrations at other locations,
and are potentially looking for a new place to camp out.
Their goal is to keep getting the message out there.
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Beginning as a humble record
store, The Electric Fetus continues to
be a corner stone of St. Cloud’s musical culture.
-[\IJTQ[PMLQV! \PM.M\][ÅZ[\
found it’s home on the West Bank of
Minneapolis in the Cedar-Riverside
neighborhood. During the 1960s,
this neighborhood was considered to
be the center of the counterculture
movement. In 1972 two additional
branches were set up in Duluth and
St. Cloud.
Since the record store’s creation
it has been heavily involved with
Minnesota based musical acts. This
is a tradition and policy that all three
branches continue to uphold. When
walking up and down the rows of
different albums, each Minnesotan
artist is indicated by a green sleeve.
They also support up-and-coming
acts by acting as a hub for many St.
Cloud artists by hosting live, in-house
performances occasionally. The Fetus
also acts as a place for local bands to
sell tickets,with many of these acts
performing in the downtown area.
Acting as more of cultural center
than a record store, the Electric Fetus
sells much more than albums. A
full fashion section is also displayed
within the store, offering trendy styles
of clothing and accessories. Many

VIVEK LAMSAL / VISUALS EDITOR

Located in the Heart of the city of St. Cloud, Electric Fetus has continued to serve local community members. St Cloud’s Fetus
is one of three Minnesota locations.
people often come to see the paraphernalia section of the store, which
offers many different types of tobacco
pipes and equipment from various
different glass artists across Minnesota. Also in the store is a full tobacco
shop that offers various brand. Along
with all these things, an wide variety
of novelty toys are sold within the
store. Each different facet of the store
has a strong emphasis on local artists
and brands.
The Electric Fetus website looks

to further expand it’s base in the
community with several different
programs. The Chord, a news letter
devoted to informing Fetus shoppers
of community events, is one of these
programs. Released in 2004, it has
also served as a place where local
band highlights can be published, as
well as reviews and previews for many
albums and live shows. MinnEconomy is another program displayed on
the webiste. Since it’s creation it has
primarily focused on highlighting dif-

ferent artists around Minnesota. Featured artists in the past have displayed
their talent through many different
mediums, whether it be music, clothing, or photography. The artist’s work
is put on display in each location and
also given a 20 percent discount.
A wide range of artists often
perform at locations across the the
state. On Tuesday Dec. 6, the Minneapolis store will feature the Minnesota Beatle Project. This project is
a collaboration of several Minnesota

musical acts that will perform cover
versions of famous Beatles’ songs. All
proceeds will go to various Minnesota
public schools towards their music
and arts programs. The Minnesota
artists Charlie Parr will also be performing at the Minneapolis location
on Thursday Dec. 8, in order to
promote his new album, “Keep Your
Hands on the Plow”.

%XVLQHVVSURßOH7KH/RFDO%OHQGLQ6W-RH
Meg Iserloth
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

The Local Blend is St. Joe’s friendly neighborhood coffee shop, stocked with only local
and organic food to support the local spirit of
the people around them.
Vahna Ahlbrecht, a shift lead at The Local
Blend, says that “local” is not only a name, but
also a way of life. “Our name is Local Blend,
and local is what we’re all about,” Ahlbrecht
said. “Local is our biggest thing, staying local.
That’s why we only have one location. We’ve
been asked to open in so many different places,
but our thing is right here in St. Joe. That’s
where the heart of Minnesota is, I suppose.”
Any product served at the Local Blend that
isn’t local, including many of the candies and
syrups that have to be ordered elsewhere, is
purely organic.
“It’s a lot healthier for people,” Ahlbrecht
said of organic food. “We have a St. Joe meat
market and farmer’s market, and all of their
stuff is organic too, so it’s really helping out the
farmers to stay organic. We buy their stuff so it
really helps out everything. [Buying organic] is

better for the Earth - we don’t want to put pesticides and that stuff in the ground again. We’re
very Earth-friendly.”
During the holidays, the Local Blend also
sells gift baskets for the community to enjoy.
Jared Richardson is in charge of the promotions at The Local Blend. Part of his job
requires the regular upkeep of Facebook, Twitter, and other social networking sites to spread
the word about many of the activities going on
within the coffee shop’s walls. He also emails
back and forth with people looking for work at
The Local Blend.
In addition to promotions, Richardson’s
main focus is the music at The Local Blend.
He is in charge of roughly 80-90 percent of the
booking, and says they are currently so booked
in advance that he’s looking as far ahead as
February for performers.
Richardson says the musicians performing
at The Local Blend are mostly local, and those
who aren’t are usually coming from other cities
in Minnesota. “Probably half are around the St.
Cloud area,” Richardson said. “We also have
performers in groups coming in from the Twin
Cities, even Duluth.”

One of the bands from Duluth, an up-andcoming bluegrass group Too Many Banjos, will
be performing at The Local Blend on Dec. 9.
There will be a $5 cover charge for the event,
and Richardson says to expect the coffee shop
to be packed that day.
According to Richardson, The Local Blend
has live music four nights a week. On Mondays,
music plays during Happy Hour from 5 to 7
p.m., featuring the Acoustic Project every week.
Tuesdays are The Local Blend’s “Open Mic
Night” from 7 to 10 p.m., when musicians can
walk in and sign up for their 15-minute time
slot.
“[Open Mic Night] is very, very popular
\WWº:QKPIZL[WV[IQL¹?MIT_Ia[ÅTT\PM_PWTM
list, and we have a couple great hosts who do
that every week.”
On Fridays and Saturdays, with the exception of holidays, The Local Blend has live music
playing from 8 p.m. until around 10:30 p.m.
In addition, Richardson says musicians
aren’t the only performers who enjoy getting
on stage at The Local Blend. “We also have
some poets come in and read their stuff,” he
said. “We’ve had poetry nights before where a

$GYHUWLVHPHQWV

number of poets come up and do some spoken
word.”
Ahlbrecht says that they’re more than a typical coffee shop in other ways as well.
“We’re super friendly, and we’re Earthfriendly, which everyone should appreciate,”
Ahlbrecht said. “We also have free Wi-Fi, and
tons of plug-ins because we have a lot of kids
who come in here and study. We have a lot of
really cool stuff in here, and it changes from
month to month. I never know what’s coming
next.”
According to Ahlbrecht, one of The Local
Blend’s charms is that they take great care to
price their items reasonably. “If you walk in
PMZM_Q\P\PZMMJ]KS[aW]KIVLMÅVQ\MTaOM\
something,” she said.
The Local Blend is located on 19 West
Minnesota Street in St. Joseph, MN near the
College of St. Benedict. More information can
be found on their website, www.thelocalblend.
net, as well as their Facebook.
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Local news bulletin: Nov. 8 - Dec. 4
Occupy Minnesota
FRVWVVKHULIIÖVRIßFH
nearly $300,000

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

<PM7KK]Xa5QVVM[W\IXZW\M[\PI[KW[\\PM0MVVMXQV
+W]V\a;PMZQNN ¼[7NÅKMVMIZTa 
7KK]Xa5QVVM[W\IPI[JMMVLMUWV[\ZI\MLWV\PM0MVVMXQV/W^MZVUMV\8TIbI[QVKM7K\
1\_I[ZMTMI[MLWV5WVLIa\PI\\PM7KK]XaLMUWV[\ZI\QWVPI[KW[\XWTQKM QVZMO]TIZ\QUMXIaIVL
 QVW^MZ\QUMXIaKWUQVO\WI\W\ITWN  ! 
;QVKM7KK]Xa5QVVM[W\I[\IZ\MLMITZa7K\WJMZWNÅKQIT[
PI^MUILMMQOP\IZZM[\[OQ^MVW]\\ZM[XI[[VW\QKM[ZM[XWVLML\WVQVMUMLQKITQVKQLMV\[[Q`QVKQLMV\[WN XZWXMZ\a
LIUIOMIVLWVMQVLMKMV\M`XW[]ZMQVKQLMV\
807<7+7=:<-;A7.;<):<:1*=6-+75
<PM[MV]UJMZ[LWVW\QVKT]LM5QVVMIXWTQ[8WTQKM,M5MUJMZ[WN \PM5QVVM[W\I0W][MIZM_WZZQMLIJW]\\PMOZW_QVOJ]LOM\LMÅcit.
partment arrests.
)KKWZLQVO\WIV)[[WKQI\ML8ZM[[[]Z^Ma\PM7KK]Xa
?ITT;\ZMM\UW^MUMV\VI\QWV_QLMPI[KW[\TWKIT\I`XIaMZ[I\
TMI[\ UQTTQWVQVXWTQKMW^MZ\QUMIVLW\PMZ[MZ^QKM[

0LQQHVRWDPD\IDFHEXGJHWGHßFLW

807<7+7=:<-;A7.8741<1+;165166-;7<)+75

Gov. Mark Dayton announced his plans for the
task force in a news conference on Tuesday.

Dayton creates task
force to address
bullying in schools

/W^5IZS,Ia\WV[QOVMLIVM`MK]\Q^MWZLMZWV<]M[LIaM[\IJTQ[PQVOI\I[SNWZKM\W\IKSTM\PMQ[[]MWN J]TTaQVOQV
[KPWWT[
,Ia\WVITWVO_Q\P-L]KI\QWV+WUUQ[[QWVMZ*ZMVLI
+I[[MTTQ][8]JTQK;INM\a+WUUQ[[QWVMZ5WVI,WUIVIVL
0]UIV:QOP\[+WUUQ[[QWVMZ3M^QV4QVL[MaIVVW]VKML
\PMWZLMZI\IVIN\MZVWWVVM_[KWVNMZMVKMWV<]M[LIa
,Ia\WV¼[<I[S.WZKMWV\PM8ZM^MV\QWVWN ;KPWWT*]TTaQVO_QTTM`IUQVMXZIK\QKM[IZW]VL\PMVI\QWV\WXZM^MV\
J]TTaQVOIVLXZWL]KMZMKWUUMVLI\QWV[NWZ\PMOW^MZVWZ
and Legislature.
<PM\I[SNWZKMQ[KPIZOML_Q\P[\]LaQVO_PI\W\PMZ[\I\M[
LWIVL[WTQKQ\QVOQVX]\NZWU\PMX]JTQKIVLM`XMZ\[WV_PI\
5QVVM[W\IKW]TLLW
<PMOW^MZVWZ_QTTIXXWQV\UMUJMZ[\W\PM\I[SNWZKM
NZWUPQ[KIJQVM\\PMTMOQ[TI\]ZMIVL\PMX]JTQK,Ia\WV
_IV\[\PMOZW]X\WZMXWZ\JIKS\WPQ[WNÅKMJa)]O][\

1VIVM_[ZMTMI[M,Ia\WV[IQL\PI\KPQTLZMVIVLXIZMV\[
[PW]TLPI^MKWVÅLMVKM\PI\\PMQZ[KPWWT[IZM[INMNWZTMIZVQVOIVLIZMNZMMWN PIZUWZQV\QUQLI\QWV
5QVVM[W\I¼[K]ZZMV\TI_\PM[PWZ\M[\WVMQV\PMVI\QWV
ZMY]QZM[[KPWWTLQ[\ZQK\[\WPI^MIVIV\QJ]TTaQVOXWTQKaJ]\
\PM\I[SNWZKM_IV\[ITT[KPWWTLQ[\ZQK\[QV\PM[\I\M\WZM[XWVL
\WZMXWZ\[WN J]TTaQVO_Q\PQVPW]Z[
)ZMXWZ\ZMTMI[MLMIZTQMZ\PQ[aMIZNW]VLXMZKMV\WN ITT
5QVVM[W\I[\]LMV\[QVOZILM[[Q`VQVMIVLZMXWZ\JMQVO
J]TTQMLI\TMI[\WVKMI_MMSWZUWZM
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<PM[\I\M¼[MKWVWUaQ[LWQVOJM\\MZ\PIV
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<PMJQOY]M[\QWV[]ZZW]VL[[_MTTQVO
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Already, delays in implementing many
PMIT\PKIZMKPIVOM[\PQ[[]UUMZ_QTTILL]X
\W UQTTQWV\WIVaXZWRMK\MLLMÅKQ\
5QVVM[W\IPI[IPQ[\WZaWN LMÅKQ\NWZMKI[\[.MJZ]IZa_I[\PMTI[\\QUM[\I\M
TMILMZ[XZMLQK\MLM`\ZIUWVMa_W]TL[PW_
up.
;QVKM\PMV\PMU]T\QJQTTQWVLWTTIZ[]KKM[[QWVWN [PWZ\NITT[PI[LZIQVMLZM[MZ^M[
KI][MLLMMXK]\[\WITUW[\M^MZa[\I\M
[MZ^QKMIVLXZWUX\MLMTMK\MLTMILMZ[\W
JWZZW_JQTTQWV[NZWUX]JTQK[KPWWT[IVL
private lenders.
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43. Surge
5IVaKITTQ\
football
46. Door part
)XMZ[WV

_PWQ[W_VMLJa
someone
48. Moon of
Saturn
49. Submit
50. Unwanted
email
6W\\PMZM
<MTMXPWVML
0Q[\WZQK
period
+ZWKS

Corrections

<PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a+PZWVQKTM
XZQLM[Q\[MTN WVRW]ZVITQ[\QK
integrity. We strive to
X]JTQ[P\PMUW[\IKK]ZI\M
information, but we are
XZWVM\WP]UIVUQ[\ISM[
?M_QTTKWZZMK\IVaMZZWZ[
WN NIK\WZUQ[[XMTTMLVIUM[
XZWUX\Ta+ITT  _Q\P
IVaKWZZMK\QWV[
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Skeptical of skeptics What’s (really) in a name?
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Atheism has grown to become a fairly
sensitive topic in the recent years. Just a few
days ago, I was watching a video from this
year’s Skepticon. It was a presentation by
Greta Christina called “Why are Atheists
so angry?”
It was a fairly entertaining presentation, and at various points had me laughing
and cheering along, but at the end of the
presentation I realized something about
the new atheist/skeptic movement that
disturbed me.
There’s the danger of the atheist movement ending up as an emotional response
towards religious beliefs or movements,
which is what some of Greta Christina’s
presentation was.
Don’t get me wrong, she made a lot of
valid points, but her approach to some of
her arguments were a bit problematic.
True, there were Christian priests that
sexually abused children, but those socalled priests were just using religion as an
excuse, they’re not representative of the religion and neither are they a good excuse to
say that religion is terrible. Child molesters
don’t appear only amongst religious people;
making it sound like a casualty is inherently
unfair.
Once again, it’s the “Muslim Terrorist” argument: terrorists are terrorists and
bringing in their religion as a scapegoat
is unfair because it paints a very broad
picture over the others. They’re not
representative of their group at all, but by
linking those two words together it strikes
an irrational fear into people whenever the
word “Muslim” is brought up.
Atheists come from all walks of life,
much like religious people do, and similarly
many of them have different reasons for
believing (or in this case, disbelieving). But
for any social movement to gain ground
and be successful, the important thing is for
them to be logical, not emotional.
The Civil Rights Movement, or the
early Feminist movements, were movements that were intellectual and logical
in nature. Were the people involved in it

passionate, driven and emotional? They
LMÅVQ\MTa_MZM*]\\PMOWIT[WN \PMUW^Mments were logically laid out with clear and
concise goals, that helped them garner support even from people that weren’t directly
involved in the movement.
It was not a mentality of “you’re a
sexist/racist” but more of a “we want
equal rights” that made these movements
relatively successful.
With atheism and/or skepticism, it
should be the same. It should be less of a
“religion sucks” and more of a “we want
equal rights.”
A logical, intellectual and structured
argument or movement can create credibility and garner support. An emotionally
driven one, on the other hand, will have
the rest of the public feeling like they’re
nothing but a bunch of people cooking up
a brouhaha on their free time.
The very reason that an increased number of people are atheists are the fact that
these people are highly logical people, and
\PMa[PW]TLJM]\QTQbQVO\PI\\W\PMQZJMVMÅ\
The idea of having an event just for
skeptics, the Skepticon, is a good one. But
it should be careful that it doesn’t end up as
an event for skeptics to preach to the choir
(get it?). An event that has skeptics patting
themselves on their backs and crying foul to
each other serves no purpose besides riling
up emotions.
But an event that serves as an avenue
for discussion between beliefs, an event that
strives to serve as a platform for progress,
\PI\¼[IVM^MV\\PI\_W]TLIK\]ITTaJMVMÅ\
the populace and possibly bring coexistence
between religious people and skeptics.
With all that being said, Skepticon is
a fairly new event and the general atheist
movement is fairly new as well; the future
of both are still up in the air. But how a
movement presents itself in the beginning
is still vital, because it can be very hard
\WKPIVOMIXMZ[WV¼[UQVLIN\MZ\PMÅZ[\
impressions is formed.
Skepticon has great potential to be an
intellectual conference, perhaps strive to
be as respected as the Midwest Sociology
Society’s conference, but right now it’s just
leaving me skeptical.

Molly Willms
COLUMNIST

At the end of this
month, the University of
6WZ\P,ISW\I_QTTÅVITTa
retire its Fighting Sioux
nickname. They haven’t decided on a new mascot yet,
but after decades of opposi\QWVIVLÆQXÆWXXQVO\PM
]VQ^MZ[Q\aPI[ÅVITTaIOZMML
to get rid of the controversial logo.
Bravo, and at long last.
On the SCSU campus,
I’ve heard the argument
time and time again that
mascots honor the people
they represent. Many students of various European
heritages say they would be
excited to see their heritage
used to represent a sports
team, to see someone
cheering on the Fighting
Germans or the Minnesota
Finns.
What people don’t realize is that they’re speaking
from the perspective of a
people who hasn’t been
prosecuted in a century. It’s
easy to say you’d be honored by an institution using
your name when the same
institution hasn’t murdered
and raped your people after
stealing your homeland.

As an Irish person,
I’ve never been supportive of the Notre Dame
mascot. While the theory
of the Fighting Irish can
hide behind invoking the
Celtic warrior spirit, the
logo depicts a little scrappy
leprechaun smoking a pipe
and challenging fellow
drunkards.
How is this honoring a culture? How is this
respectful? I’m supposed to
be humbly grateful for the
perpetuation of a negative
stereotype?
Sports are supposed to
be fun and inclusive activities. They have their roots
in ancient times and are
intended to unite people
from all over the world.
Keeping the Sioux
nickname is offensive to
many. Changing it doesn’t
harm anyone. Sure, it’ll be
tough to remove the logos
in Engelstad arena, but I for
one am not worried about
defacing a hostage-style
donation to the university
from a known Nazi sympathizer and host of private
birthday parties for Adolf
Hitler.
I went to a high school
that has an avid and
dedicated fan base in the

students, community and
decades of alumni. I’m
proud to say I went to Denfeld High School, home of
the Hunters.
The spirit of Denfeld
is about inclusively, taking
care of one another, looking
out for your fellow Hunters as long as you live. It’s a
wonderful feeling to know I
come from such a place.
The name means nothing to me. It’s about the
spirit, the caring, the united
front against our opponents
in sports. If changing from
the Hunters would make
more people feel the way I
did about Denfeld, I’d be
all for it.
North Dakota has a
tradition of school spirit
and has an active Native
American community. It
will now be possible for
these two positive aspects of
the institution to exist side
by side.
UND students, faculty,
staff and alumni: remember what’s really important
about your school. Remember the spirit of sport. Remember that it’s possible to
have pride in who you are
without hurting an alreadyoppressed group of people.

Quote of the Day

“I

don’t know the key to success, but the key to failure is trying to
please everybody.”

Bertolt Brecht

Graduation giveaway: 5 tips to college success

Jason Tham
OPINIONS EDITOR

One more week and we will
be out of school, and this marks
my last entry for the Chronicle.
From a beginning writer to the
dominion over the opinion desk,
my life is turned around by the
opportunities offered to me at the
Chronicle. Allow me to hereby
thank the paper for its generosity
and professionalism.
Now as an outgoing senior
(and since I am not chosen as the
class valedictorian), I am urged to
write about some tips to make the
most out of your college years.
Here are some takeaways that I
would like to offer to current students and the soon-to-be graduI\M[UW[\WN _PQKPaW]LWV¼\ÅVL
on Google.
First, start with the easy
classes. Whether you are a freshman or senior, it is always smart
to sandwich one or two easy-A
classes on your schedule. I am
not convincing you to be idle, but
down the road of Collegeville
you will learn that getting an A is

sometimes more important than
anything else. This is especially
true when your GPA isn’t looking
too optimistic.
Nonetheless, challenge yourself with some non-traditional
classes like “You, Your iPod –
Whose Story?” that is offered
through the honors department
and “Death, Dying, and the
Quality of Life” that is offered
through the psychology department. These are courses you may
never encounter after graduating
from college.
I have much appreciated the
“Acting for Everyone” class that
I took in my sophomore year; it
was one of those that inspired my
life more philosophically than any
other classes I have ever taken
– we played “duck, duck, gray
duck” in class! Such light classes
are also breathing spaces when
Q\KWUM[\WUQL\MZUIVLÅVIT[
week.
Second, open up your frame
of reference. Most of us have
a pretty limited universe of
discourse before we come to a diverse university. Not many would
have the chance to interact with
students from different ethnicity
and cultural background. I am
privileged to have made friends
from all over Midwest and more
than 25 countries in the world.
Conferences, mission trips and
other volunteering activities are
great ways to expand your loop.
If you are (really) shy to start a
conversation with a new friend,

Facebook is an alternative.
Opening up your cultural
blinders will also help you to be
more critical in your crafts. I
learned from my communication classes that “different doesn’t
UMIVLMÅKQMV\º1VNIK\PI^QVO
a different perspective may even
be an advantage to many institutions by adding to a wider span of
worldview. The global village is
now moving towards the appreciation for diversity and I foresee
that it will continue to be heavily
weighted for the coming decades.
So, it is never too much to make
another international buddy.
Third, live on campus for at
least one semester. Better still, live
in Lawrence Hall. It is the home
to more than 50 international students, community with a unique
OTWJITNWK][1N aW]IZMÅVIVKQITTa
able, make it a point to experience
the on-campus living milieu. I am
grateful for the opportunity to be
a Community Advisor at Lawrence Hall for the past two years
IVLPI^MJMVMÅ\MLNZWU[\]LMV\[
whom are willing to share their
values and beliefs with me.
Besides convenience, you will
ÅVL\PI\TQ^QVOWVKIUX][Q[I
way to build lasting friendships
and support systems. Inevitably
you will walk into people who
share common understanding
with your philosophy and would
join you working towards your
goal. There is no doubt that oncampus residents tend to do well
in their classes and have a higher

GPA overall as compared to nonresidents.
Fourth, buy your professor coffee (or tea, milk and donut). And
bribe your professors or advisors
with your sincerity and passion in
learning. It doesn’t hurt to set up
a regular appointment with your
class professors to go over the
materials you’ve learned and talk
about issues related to the course.
As an international student, I like
adding that “Asian spice” into
my conversation with my professors, asking them to adjust their
contexts to a global stage. For
instance, how would you go about
issues related to Wall Street with
regard to the Southeast Asian
stock market?
Conversations with your professors tend to open doors to the
unknowns (at least to you), and it
shows the professor your eagerness in acquiring new knowledge.
Is that education all about? I have
heard from three professors, one
of whom is a department chair,
that one of the main driving
forces behind their profession
is the opportunity to exercise
intellectual conversations with
their students. So go, make some
friends in your department.
Fifth, go above and beyond. I
know it is a cliché to say that you
should go beyond expectations in
all your undertakings. But that is
the way it works in most circumstances. You do more, and in no
time, you will receive more. If
your term paper asks for 10 pages,

go for 15; if your research asks for
20 sources, shoot for 30. The “less
is more” concept doesn’t really
apply in the academic. In doing
the “extras” I learned that there
are so much more out there in the
world that we don’t get to discuss
in our undergraduate classes. Going further in your work is eventually an independent study process
\PI\_QTTJMVMÅ\aW]ZMOIZLTM[[WN 
your major.
Job wise, don’t be afraid to
take up more responsibilities and
explore areas that you are not
comfortable with. Ask your supervisor to assign more tasks at work
because this is the time to make
mistakes and not get penalized
too severely. Once you are out
there, you stand a chance getting
ÅZMLM^MVQN Q\_I[I[UITT\aXW
error. Going above and beyond is
hence a practice in college for you
to excel in your area.
To many of us, college is a
one-time experience that should
be treasured. Given an opportunity I’d choose to stay in the
academia for as long as I could –
but the call now is to move on to
my next phase in life.
I wish you, faithful readers, all
the very best in your pursue of
knowledge, wisdom, virtue and
profound happiness through your
interactions with people, information, as well as your own thoughts.
/WWLT]KSWVaW]ZÅVIT[IVL
happy holidays.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday, Dec. 5
at 8 p.m.
Jeff Louhas Art Exhibit in
The Atwood Memorial Center
Gallery, Monday, Dec. 5 Thursday, Jan. 12

SHUN JIE YOUNG / VISUALS EDITOR

‘Laughing All The Way II’ features local talents, such as music director Andrew Walesch.

‘Laughing All The Way II’ fun for all
Chelsea Christman
THEATER REVIEW

The Dolly’s at the Pioneer
Place, Wednesday, Dec. 7
at 7:30 p.m.
Holly Day Arts and Crafts
Fair in the Atwood Memorial
Center Thursday, Dec. 8
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Laughing All The Way II at
the Pioneer Place,
Thursday, Dec. 8 and Friday,
Dec. 9 at 7:30 p.m., Saturday,
Dec. 10 at 3 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. and Sunday, Dec. 11
at 2 p.m.
“A Chronological Concert”
Campus Band Concert at
Ritsche Auditorium, Thursday,
Dec. 8 at 7 p.m.
Veranda Variety Hour at the
Pioneer Place, Thursday, Dec.
8 and Friday, Dec. 9
at 10:30 p.m.
Julie Reeve and Janine
Irisarri Exhibit in the Atwood
Memorial Center, Friday, Dec.
9 - Thursday, Jan. 19
Mick Sterling at the Pioneer
Place, Friday, Dec. 9
at 9 p.m.
Preparatory Fall Recital in
the Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall, Sunday, Dec. 11
at 2 p.m.
Peter Mayer at the Pioneer
Place, Sunday, Dec. 11
at 7:30 p.m.

“That will go over
like a pregnant pole
vaulter,” said a hillbilly
character on Christmas
Eve. He walks around
the stage in his overalls,
portraying a classic “redneck” holiday by telling
his children a unique
Christmas story. In the
story, Santa Claus has
dogs instead of reindeer,
and the characters live
in a trailer instead of a
house.
The audience laughs
and shouts, applauding
IN\MZ\PM[SQ\Q[ÅVQ[PML
In the Pioneer Place’s
new play “Laughing All
The Way II”, multiple
skits are showcased
within the performance.
The plot line follows the
tale of actors performing a musical TV show
special for the holiday
season, but the co-host
is missing in a blizzard.
The show still goes
on, and the characters
improvise with sketches
and commercials.
“The play is about a
TV show Christmas speKQIT\PI\Q[JMQVOÅTUML
live, but then everything
goes wrong. It is almost a
play within a play,” said
Katie Sigler, who has
been involved in theater
since 6th grade.
Sigler plays Cha
+PIIÆIUJWaIV\
actress who adores attention. “Cha Cha is
all over the place, and
she really wants to be a
star,” Sigler said.
Throughout the play,
Sigler undergoes 22 costume changes. During
the song “It’s A Marshmallow World in the
Winter,” she is dressed
as a giant marshmallow. Cha Cha’s other
costumes include a 70’s
retro dress, a reindeer,
and a shepherd.
Michael Kelley,
director, worked on
organizing the play.
“We wanted to perform
something to connect
with the nostalgia of
Christmas, so we wrote a
fun sketch comedy about
a Christmas special. We
get to see the characters
both on and off the air,”
Kelley said.
Kelley acts as Don
Deville, the host of the
show. His character is
dramatic, but he hides
under his famous father’s shadow. Last year,
the original “Laughing
All The Way” play was
a success, and it featured
Dom Deville, Don’s father. Based on last year’s
success, the Pioneer
Place decided to offer
another variety show
with new jokes, songs,
and set. Some of the
same characters make
appearances this year,

but most of the 12 cast
members are new.
A graduate of
Augsburg College with a
degree in theater, Kelley
has had experience operating his own theatre
company. “I ran 3 AM
Productions for three
years until I came here,”
he said.
Now, Kelley is the
artistic director of the
Pioneer Place Theatre
Company, which is currently in its third season
I[IVWVXZWÅ\WZOIVQbItion. Dan Barth is the
executive director of the
company and co-owner
of the building. Although they play father
and son in the show,
Barth is Kelley’s uncle in
reality.
“My character, Dom
Deville, is stranded in
St. Cloud on the way to
Fargo,” Barth said. Dom
Deville then graces the
show with his presence,
connecting with his son
as another host.
Music added to the
play as well. Andrew
Walesch, musical director and local musician,
conducted the full band.
With trumpets, saxophones, and even a harp,
the band played Christmas classics like “I’ll Be
Home for Christmas”
and “Let It Snow.”
Walesch conducted
while playing the piano,
sometimes singing along
with the cast. The band
rocked the theater with
traditional renditions of
the songs.
“The whole idea
is to have holiday fun,
and we are so blessed to
have amazing talents,
like Andrew Walesch,
in Minnesota to put an
incredible band and cast
together,” Barth said.
The play’s script is a
creative piece conceived
and written by Dan
Barth, Jay Terry, Raine
Hokan, Adam Terry,
Cody Logeland, Chris
Dritsas, Ashley Hall, and
other cast members and
backstage employees.
Both Logeland and Dritsas, the cameramen, are
SCSU students majoring
in Film Studies.
¹?MOW\\PMÅVIT
script only two days
ago,” Sigler said on
the day before opening
night. She said that they
LM^MTWXML\PMÅVITWNÅKQIT[KZQX\IN\MZILLQVO
and removing content.
“Sometimes we thought,
‘Oh that would be
funny’ so we would have
to add it in,” Sigler said.
The talented cast has
been rehearsing since
November 2, practicing
for three hours at a time
Å^MLIa[I_MMS,]M\W
dedication and creativQ\a\PMÅVQ[PMLXZWL]K\
is a holiday variety show
complete with old-fash-

ioned Christmas sweaters, sketches detailing
the top toys of the year
to the best holiday foods,
and plenty of humor.
“It’s exciting because
every skit is only six
minutes long max, so it
is constantly changing,”
Kelley said. He said
there is an improvised
element, so the play is
very interactive. The
stage features two TV
screens, an “on the air”

of family. “The characters struggle through
Christmas, but there is
ultimately a family connection theme,” Kelley
said.
Roy Colbert, who
plays a singer named
Lou Rawls, was in the
last year’s performance
as well. He praised the
entire and one of St.
Cloud’s well-kept secrets
is the Pioneer Place.
People don’t expect this

“We wanted to perform
something to connect with the
nostalgia of Christmas, so we
wrote a fun sketch comedy about
a Christmas special. We get to see
the characters both on and off the
air.”
Michael Kelley
Director

sign, and an “applause”
sign. Like a real show,
the TV screens display
the actors on stage and
commercials.
About two hours
long with intermission,
the play is a sketch comedy for the entire family.
“Even if people never
set foot in a theater, they
should come to the show
because we have music,
dancing, comedy, and
some poignant moments,” Barth said.
With Christmas
cheer and spirit, the play
has another main theme

kind of “wow” experience from them, but
Minnesota is lucky to
have them,” Colbert
said.
On the second week
of performances at
the Pioneer Place, the
actors also produce a
variety hour. The cast
collaborates with SCSU
students and community members to write
a one-hour play. “Every
Sunday from the second
week on, we will be featuring the variety show
after “Laughing All The
Way II,” Sigler said.

Performed as a live
TV show, the play is a
“quick wit, song and
dance show perfect for
all ages” that will have
attendees “rolling in the
aisles.”
Audience member
Silvia Ferraretto, a St.
Cloud resident, adored
the show. “This show
really makes my seasons
bright! I really appreciate everything the
Pioneer Place does, and
I am a huge fan of the
venue because it is local,” Ferraretto said.
“The Pioneer Place
is an integral part of
the community because,
when you think of art,
you think of this establishment. The Barths
are wonderful, genuine
people, too,” Colbert
agreed.
“We want people
to come have fun this
holiday season, so come
in for a getaway,” Barth
said.
“Laughing All The
Way II” runs from Dec
1 to Dec 23. Show
times are on Thursdays,
Fridays, and Saturday
nights at 7:30 p.m. Saturday also features a 4
p.m. show, and Sundays
are 2 p.m. matinees.
Tickets cost $24 for
adults and $21 for
students and seniors over
age 60. Be prepared to
laugh to tears in the Pioneer Place’s own musical
comedy, “Laughing All
The Way II”. For tickets
and more information to
share in the laughs, visit
___XXÅ^MKWU

SHUN JIE YOUNG / VISUALS EDITOR

‘Laughing All The Way II’ will be playing at the Pioneer Place Thursday
through Sunday until Dec. 23.
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Õ:LOGàRZHUÖVKRZFDVHV$ODLQDÖVVSLULW
Chelsea Christman
ALBUM REVIEW

Former “American
1LWTºZ]VVMZ]X4I]ZMV
Alaina has still reached
stardom with her record
LMIT0MZÅZ[\ITJ]U
¹?QTLÆW_MZºXZWL]KML
by Mercury Records,
_I[ZMTMI[MLWV7K\
?Q\PU]KPIV\QKQXI\QWV\PMVW_aMIZ
old talent produced a
award-winning debut
album.
¹?QTLÆW_MZº
displays Alaina’s sweet
and sassy sides. With
KW]V\ZaÆIQZMIKP[WVO
is a catchy western tune.
<PMÅZ[\[WVO¹/MWZOQI
Peaches”, has strong
ties to Alaina’s southern
heritage. Describing
classic southern drawls,
\PM[WVOQ[]XJMI\<PM
wildest, loudest song
on the album, it makes
listeners want to stand
up and show off their
boot-scooting dancing
moves.
“Growing Her

Wings”, the second
musical piece, is reminiscent of growing up.
With a story of a young
girl maturing, the song
has a steady drumbeat
and twang of guitars and
ÅLLTM[)TIQVIJMT\[W]\
a few parts, showcasing
her soprano.
4QOP\MZXQIVWVW\M[
and chiming music
create a standout qualQ\aNWZ¹<PM5QLLTMº
Exceptional lyrics give
the song life, a relatable
lesson of living life to the
fullest almost tangible in
Alaina’s words. Almost
like wise advice from a
grandparent the refrain
[XMIS[^WT]UM[¹<ISM
each day and make it last
because you turn around
and the future meets the
past. Here and now is all
_MPI^M<PMJMOQVVQVO
and the end mean so
little. What matters most
is what’s in the middle,”
Alaina sings with heart
in the chorus.
<PMKPIZ\\WXXQVO
single on the CD is

\Q\TML¹4QSM5a5W\PMZ
Does”. Based on the
irreplaceable relationship between a mother
and daughter, the song
has real emotions. It
compares the daughter
to her mother, mentioning their similar qualities
like determination and
an outgoing attitude. It
MVL[_Q\P\PMTaZQK["¹1
hear people saying I’m
starting to look like my
mother does.” Simplistic
guitar and small crashes
of background music
set the stage for Alaina
to display her talents. In
celebrity style, she sings
the meaningful lyrics
with gusto, shouting the
refrain and last half of
the song.
Naturally, the title
song “She’s A WildÆW_MZº[PQVM[;\IZ\QVO
more peacefully with an
acoustic vibe, the song
then builds to the refrain
with hard drumbeats.
Different guitar notes,
back-up singer echoes,
and lovely lyrics combine

to generate a distinctive
song.
<PMZM[\WN \PMITbum ranges from slower
songs about young love
between a soldier and his
sweetheart to a rockand-roll fashion ditty
\Q\TML¹7VM7N <PW[M
Boys” about the perfect
country boy.
4I]ZMV\ZQMLPMZ
hand at writing lyrics
on the CD as well. She
KW_ZW\M¹.]VVa<PQVO
)JW]\4W^Mº_PQKP
ZMÆMK\[WV\QUQVOIVL
the strange, irrational
characteristics of love.
Sassy, high-pitched and
nearly rocking background music scene
compliments Alaina’s
passionate voice.
7VPMZWNÅKQIT_MJsite Alaina talks about
PMZITJ]U¹?QTLÆW_MZ
is the perfect name for
UaÅZ[\ITJ]Uº[PM[Ia[
“I would consider myself
I_QTLÆW_MZJMKI][M
_QTLÆW_MZ[IZM[_MM\
but then they have a little
bit of spunk to them.”

Her journey from a
aMIZWTLKWV\M[\IV\
on a famous show to her
debut album has allowed
Alaina to mature and
ZMTMI[M¹?QTLÆW_MZº
with pride. “I tried to get
songs that were all different so everyone would
have a part that they
liked because people
are different,” she says.
“It’s just me; that is what
\PMITJ]UQ["Q\¼[4I]ZMV
)TIQVI<PI\Q[\PMKWUmon thread.”
Fans have praised
the CD as well. Matt
Bjorke even wrote in a
review on roughstock.
KWU"¹)VL\PQ[Q[_PI\
it comes down to,
?QTLÆW_MZQ[[QUXTa
one of the strongest
debut albums released
QV<PMZM¼[VW\I
bad song to be found on
\PMITJ]UIVL4I]ZMV
Alaina’s performances of
these songs are all strong
and suggest that the
teenager has the ability
to be a superstar.”
With an overall

807<7+7=:<-;A7.<);<-7.+7=6<:A+75

»?QTLÆW_MZ¼Q[)TIQVI¼[LMJ]\ITJ]U

relaxing, joyful vibe,
¹?QTLÆW_MZºQ[I[_MM\
treat to the country
music scene. Catchy,
inspiring lyrics and
Alaina’s unique, rustic
yet light voice will keep
fans listening until the
last note. Some songs
create repetitive feels
in the music, but most
of the album is diverse

and showcases Alaina’s
wonderful vocal range,
and the lyrics describe
interesting plots. Every
song produces an exclusive story, from family
bonds to revenge to love
IVLOZW_QVO]X4I]ZMV
Alaina may someday
join the ranks of Carrie
=VLMZ_WWLIVW\PMZ
“American Idol” star.

7RS/LVWZRUVWO\ULFVRIDOOWLPH
Meg Iserloth
MUSIC COLUMN

I have to confess something. For the past
month or so, I’ve been on an Eminem kick. All
day, every day, Slim Shady has been dropping
f-bombs in my ear. As talented as he is, too
much of anything can be damaging to a person,
which I learned the moment I heard myself say
“you’re just a big weenie” during an argument
one day.
Needless to say, I decided a change of
pace might be a good thing, so the other day I
ÅVITTaJZWSMLW_VIVLX]\UaQ<]VM[TQJZIZa
WV[P]NÆM<PMÅZ[\\PQVOWV\PMXTIaTQ[\_I[
Drake’s “Forever”, which happens to feature
some of the worst Kanye West lines I’ve ever
heard in my life.
Originally this inspired me to make a list
WN ¹<WX?WZ[\3IVaM?M[\4aZQK[ºUW[\Ta
because many songs by Kanye West make me
literally laugh out loud. Sure, sometimes it’s because he’s being witty, but more often than not
it’s because the things he says are too ridiculous
to be real. I was fully prepared to whip out a
bunch of his lyrics for a good laugh (lyrics like
“People talk so much shit about me at barbershops they forget to get their hair cut” from
“Everything I Am”, for example), but as I began
to look them up, I started seeing that Mr. West
wasn’t the only one spouting terrible lyrics that
millions of people seem not to hear somehow.
No, the trend goes generations back, probably
even before the Middle Ages or the invention of
the boombox, though it’s hard to say either way.
<P][1OQ^M\WaW]\PMÅZ[\=VQ^MZ[Q\a
+PZWVQKTM<WXTQ[\WN \PM<WX?WZ[\
4aZQK[WN ITT\QUM
#10: “Burrito” by Pete Yorn from the
album “The Day I Forgot”
¹0MZM¼[\PM,WaW]_IV\\W_ITS
outside? If you want a burrito you can have
another bite of mine.”
<PMZM¼[INM_ZMITTaI_N]T\PQVO[IJW]\\PQ[
song, this lyric being the most obvious one. Even
putting that aside, the most terrible thing about
“Burrito” is that it’s a freaking awesome song.
In fact, as of the writing of this article, the You<]JM^QLMWWN ¹*]ZZQ\WºWV8M\MAWZV¼[>->7
channel has absolutely no dislikes (though I’m
sure that’ll change as soon as people get the
hint).
<PMW\PMZ\ZI^M[\aIJW]\\PM[WVOQ[\PI\
these lyrics aren’t embedded into the song like
most bad lyrics. No, this is actually how the song
starts - Pete Yorn isn’t even giving it a chance at
JMQVOLQOVQÅML7V\WXWN \PI\_PMVQ\KWUM[
up again later on in the song, the background
music goes all quiet so it’s impossible to ignore

again. Maybe it’s just me, but it’s hard to believe
that anyone would ruin a perfectly good love
song with throwing in a burrito in there unless,
pardon the internet-speak, they’re trolling us all.
#9: “Bills, Bills, Bills” by Destiny’s
Child
“Can you pay my bills? Can you pay my
telephone bills? Can you pay my automo’ bills?
<PMVUIaJM_MKIVKPQTT1LWV¼\\PQVSaW]LW
so me and you are through.”
It’s not uncommon for people to write
breakup letters when they want a relationship
to end, and it’s certainly not uncommon to put
music to it either. But sometimes the person is
so hurt, they forget to get creative and instead
of throw in cheesy rhyming schemes that bring
an otherwise emotional subject to a halt. What
I’m trying to say here is, someone needed to
grab Beyoncé by the shoulders and shake some
sense into her before they sang those lines, and
that didn’t happen. Actually, even before then,
someone should have paid her bills. Maybe then
this catastrophe wouldn’t have happened.
#8: “Champagne Supernova” by
Oasis on the album “(What’s the Story)
Morning Glory?”
“Slowly walking down the hall faster than a
cannonball.”
<PMZM¼[VW\PQVO_WZ[M\PIVZ]QVQVOIXMZNMK\TaOWWLUQV]\MIVL [MKWVLTW^M[WVO
with possibly the poorest thought out metaphor
SVW_V\WUIV<PMJM[\\PQVOIJW]\\PMTaZQK
is that Oasis didn’t even try to cover it up - instead, they attempted to justify it.
When someone asked Noel Gallagher, the
author of “Champagne Supernova” and guitarist of the band, what the heck he was trying to
say here, Gallagher allegedly replied, “I don’t
f*ing know. But are you telling me when you’ve
OW\XMWXTM[QVOQVOQ\\PMaLWV¼\SVW_
what it means? It means something different to
every one of them.”
So there you have it folks, straight from the
UIVPQU[MTN<PM[MTaZQK[IZMV¼\[\]XQL\PMa¼ZM
just art.
#7: “Time (Clock of the Heart)” by
Culture Club
¹<QUMQ[TQSMIKTWKSQVUaPMIZ\º
<PMZM¼[IT_Ia[JMMV[WUM\PQVOITQ\\TMWNN 
about Culture Club. No, I don’t think it’s the
fact that Boy George looks like a creepy comJQVI\QWVJM\_MMV4ILa/IOIIVL5IZQTaV5IVson, though that might have something to do
with it. I think the biggest problem here is lyrics
TQSM\PQ[+]T\]ZM+T]JQ[WVMWN \PW[M» [JIVL[
that everyone around me adores, yet I just don’t
]VLMZ[\IVL<PMVIOIQVUIaJM1¼UR][\N]TT

of it. It’s not that their lyrics don’t make sense;
rather, I’m just not (pardon the pun) cultured
enough to get the message.
#6: “I Love New York“ by Madonna
“I don’t like cities, but I like New York.
Other places make me feel like a dork.”
<PMZM¼[VWJM\\MZ_Ia\WM`XZM[[aW]ZTW^M
for a city than by putting together a string of
rhyming words at the last minute. At least, that’s
what it seemed like Madonna was trying to do
QV¹14W^M6M_AWZSº1N VW\1¼UVW\[]ZMPW_
to justify any part of the song, really. Maybe she
had fourth graders from New York write in why
they like living in the city before the completion
of this song. Yeah, let’s go with that.
#5: “Can’t Nobody Hold Us Down”
by P. Diddy on the album “No Way Out”
“Young, black and famous with money
hanging out the anus.”
<PQ[Q[V¼\\PMUW[\WJ^QW][TaZQKQV¹+IV¼\
6WJWLa0WTL=[,W_Vº\PW]OPUIaJMQ\
should have been. Sure, it would have been
]VLQOVQÅMLIVLUILMN]VWN ITW\UWZMJ]\
think of how many more people would be able
to sing along. It would be hilariously terrible,
possibly sparking internet memes everywhere.
=VNWZ\]VI\MTa\PW]OPUW[\XMWXTMMVLML]X
knowing this song for a line that was a little
UWZMLQOVQÅML"¹LWV¼\X][P][»KI][M_M¼ZM
close, to, the... eeedge.”
#4: “I Am.. I Said” by Neil Diamond
“No one heard at all... not even the chair.”
<PM_WZ[\XIZ\IJW]\6MQT,QIUWVLQ[\PI\
PM¼[MT][Q^MTaOWWL<PQ[[WVO_I[\W\ITTaI_Msome until I looked up the lyrics. Now I’m just
confused. I have absolutely no idea what he was
trying to say here, I’ll be honest. Even worse yet,
TWWSQVOI\\PMAW]<]JMKWUUMV\[]VLMZ\PM
song, I’m beginning to think I’m the only one.
#3: “MacArthur Park” by Richard
Harris on the album “Tramp Shining”
“Someone left the cake out in the rain. I
don’t think that I can take it ‘cause it took so
long to bake it and I’ll never have that recipe
again... oh no.”
“MacArthur Park” was originally written by
a man named Jimmy Webb as a part of a can\IVI\PI\VM^MZOW\ÅVQ[PML1VW\PMZ_WZL[\PM
7 minute long song wasn’t quite long enough
for its creator. A part of me wishes Webb would
have continued on with the idea, though. Just
think of the other lyrics that would come out
WN \PMXZWRMK\"¹;WUMWVMTMN\UaKI\W]\QV\PM
rain,” “Someone left my wife out in the rain”...
<PMXW[[QJQTQ\QM[IZMMVLTM[[
=V[]ZXZQ[QVOTaQ\_I[ÅZ[\ZMRMK\MLJaI

folk rock band called the Association (probably
because of said lyric, though the band unfortunately didn’t comment on that part), but luckily
NWZ?MJJ:QKPIZL0IZZQ[ÅVITTaXQKSMLQ\]X
IVLZMKWZLML¹5IK)Z\P]Z8IZSºNWZ\PMÅZ[\
\QUMQV! 
Oddly enough, it was a pretty big hit. In
fact, it was such a big hit that it was covered
IOIQVUWZM\PIV\QUM[1¼L[Ia\PMQVR][tice done upon Webb’s cake so long ago was
avenged after all.
#2: “Shake Ya Tailfeather” by Nelly,
P. Diddy and Murphy Lee on the “Bad
Boys II” soundtrack
“Is that yo ass or yo momma half reindeer?”
What? I just... I can’t even comment on this.
What does that even mean? Did he start with a
‘yo momma’ joke and get distracted by ChristUI[PITN_Ia\PZW]OPWZ[WUM\PQVO'<PM_WZTL
may never know.

#1: “Friday” by Rebecca Black
¹AM[\MZLIa_I[<P]Z[LIa\WLIaQ\Q[.ZQLIa
We, we, we so excited, we so excited. We gonna
have a ball today.”
Even I feel like groaning at this one. I almost
decided not to remind everyone of this horZQJTMAW]<]JM[MV[I\QWVJMKI][M1NMT\TQSMQ\¼L
cheapen the list somehow. But unfortunately for
the world, “Friday” is still a legitimate song, no
UI\\MZPW_PIZL\PI\Q[\WJMTQM^M<PMN]VVQM[\
thing about Friday isn’t even its terrible video or
overused auto-tune (which somehow surprised
people, even though auto-tune is over-used in
just about every hip hop song nowadays) -- in
fact, as terrible as the lyrics themselves are, it’s
the story behind them that makes it worthwhile.
:MJMKKI*TIKSQ[WVTaaMIZ[WTL_PQKP_W]TL
account for the quality of “Friday”... except that
she wasn’t the one who wrote it.
<PMUI[\MZUQVL_MKIV\PIVSNWZ\PQ[
PQTIZQW][AW]<]JMPQ\_I[IK\]ITTa\PMPMILWN 
Ark Music Factory, the California-based video
company who produced her. But you might
know him better as the token rapper in the
middle of the song. Yes, I’m being serious -- the
random much-too-old guy who comes out of
nowhere just as the song’s getting good? He’s
the one pulling strings behind the whole operation. You learn something new every day.
A song that received literally more dislikes
WV\PMWNÅKQIT^QLMW\PIV\PMMV\QZMXWX]TI\QWV
WN 4I\^QIJMNWZMQ\_I[\ISMVLW_VNZWUAW]<]JMKMZ\IQVTaPI[IXTIKMQV\PM_WZTLJW\PQV
\PM<WX?WZ[\4aZQK[TQ[\IVLQVM^MZaWVM¼[
hearts and minds.

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.

Movies:

Games:

Albums:

New Year’s Eve
The Sitter
Knuckle
I Melt With You
Young Adult

Just Dance 3
Fortune Street
Mario Kart 7
Adventures of Tintin
Final Fantasy VI

Doris Day: My Heart
Korn: The Path Of Totality
Robin Thicke: Love After War
T-Pain: rEVOLVEr
The Roots: Undun

Marquee
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Love, trust combined in ‘King Stag’
Meg Iserloth
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

“The King Stag” by
Carlo Gozzi, directed by
Carol Cooley, is a comedy
that utilizes puppets, masks
and actors to tell the story
of King Deramo and his
struggle with love, trust, and
the abuse of power. From
Nov. 29 through Dec. 4, the
play was performed in the
Performing Arts Center.
“The King Stag” had
already begun well before the
starting time, with a satirical
newscast projected onto a
screen. The newscast painted
a picture of the St. Cloud
kingdom, where riots were
breaking out on the streets. It
was also said that St. Cloud’s
king, King Deramo, had returned from college after four

years, and was searching for
his wife a second time. As the
play unfolded and the masked
actors and puppets took over
the stage, King Deramo
began the second search for
his queen, asking each one
to answer three questions in
PQ[XZQ^I\M[\]La<PMÅZ[\
young lady, Clariche (played
by Alyssa Kilbourn), was the
daughter of King Deramo’s
best friend and most loved
advisor, Mayor Tartaglia
(played by Tyler J. Haugen).
Though Clariche was already
in love with another man of
the court, Leondro (played
by Moe Yaqub), the abusive
Tartaglia insisted she make a
good impression on King Deramo anyway. Thus, Clariche
went into King Deramo’s
study and told him everything
he could possibly want to
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YASMIN TCHMOLA / STAFF PHOTOGRAHPER

‘The King Stag’ was performed Nov. 29 - Dec. 4.

hear, leaving out her love for
Leondro completely.
But what they didn’t
know is that King Deramo
had a secret: with the use of
a hidden machine, he could
detect even the most convincing of lies.
King Deramo dismissed
Clariche right away, as he
sought not promises of
love or happiness, but pure
honesty.
The second lady to
enter King Deramo’s study,
Smeraldina (played by Emily
Ankeny), was a scantily-clad,
promiscuous woman who
satirized the modern texting
teenager found in any typical
high school. She was the
sister of Leondro, and was
closely followed by Brighella
(played by Micely Diaz Espaillat), another man of the
court.
Smeraldina went in to
King Deramo’s study on her
own accord, despite already
being in a complicated
relationship with another
boy, Truffaldino (played by
Theresa Green). Truffaldino
spent his days obsessed with
trying to catch a unique type
of bird in order to tag it, in
turn protecting it from being
harmed by the King while he
hunted game.
The third lady to enter
the study, Angela (played by
Jayne Coffee), was the poorest
and humblest girl to grace the
stage. She was the daughter
of a poor man, as well as the
sister of the awkwardly adorable Truffaldino.
Angela was pure of heart
and honest with the King,
revealing her true feelings
of love and utter devotion to
him. The machine detected
no lies from Angela, so King
Deramo (who had secretly
been in love with Angela
already) chose her as his
queen. To prove his gratitude
and trust towards his new
wife, King Deramo brought
in the court and revealed that
he had been told two secrets
long ago, one the machine,

the other he wouldn’t say,
and shot down the machine,
as he wouldn’t be needing it
anymore.
But amidst the celebration, a new problem was
blossoming. Mayor Tartaglia,
who was already still angered
by his daughter Clariche not
being chosen, was secretly in
love with Angela.
The plot only thickened
from there, with plans of
revenge, deceit, love, and the
reveal of the King’s other
secret, a passage, that when
spoken over a corpse, would
transfer the person’s soul to
the body before them. This
meant that those who wielded
such a phrase would have the
ultimate disguise.
“I think it’s actually a
pretty good plot,” Thomas
Howard, the actor who
played King Derulo, said of
the play. “I mean, there’s a lot
of twists and turns, and a lot
of expectations that the audience really enjoyed.”
Howard said his favorite
part to perform in “the King
Stag” was when King Derulo
took the body of the old man.
“Just the transformation from
going to very regal to very old
[was great],” Howard said.
“And of course, he did pretty
much get a lot of laughter more than the King himself.”
Howard said they had
a lot of prep time for “The
King Stag”. “We had all semester so far,” he said. “The
ÅZ[\PITN _I[JI[QKITTaUI[S
and puppet work, to get used
to that, and then after a while
we did get cast into separate
names. After that was just
character work and more
puppets and masks.”
Howard is a theater
major at SCSU. Before “The
King Stag”, Howard made
an appearance in “Roads to
Home” from two years ago,
“Much Ado About Nothing”
and “Shipwrecked” from
last year, as well as “Fools”.
He will also be a part of the
upcoming “Drowsy Chaperon”, but this time as part of

the chorus.
“It’s not as big, but I do
play a lot of roles in that one
as well,” Howard said.
Since this year is his last
year at SCSU, Howard is
already looking at careers in
ÅTUUW^QM[\MTM^Q[QWVWZITT
three. “But until then, who
knows?” he said.
Leanza Wohlfeil, a junior
at Alexandria, said the play
exceeded her expectations.
“I thought it was really clever
and well put together,” she
said. “It was a lot of fun to
watch.”
Though “The King Stag”
_I[\PMÅZ[\XTIa?WPTNMQT
has seen at SCSU, she said
her experience with being a
part of the drama class and
improv team at Alexandria
helped her enjoy the play
even more. “It was just amazing, and it was a lot of fun,”
she said. “It was just crazy.”
Shelby Ebacher, a sophomore at Alexandria, also
felt being part of the drama
class and improv team in her
school, as well as being a part
of crew for Alexandria’s One
Act play, gave her a unique
perspective on “The King
Stag”.
“I thought some of the
props were really interesting,
like the bird and the trees,
and the puppets,” Ebacher
said. “I thought they were
really cool and they were very
well done.”
As for the acting, Ebacher
said she was impressed with
the quality she saw in “The
King Stag”. “[The actors]
spoke nice and clear, and I
could understand every word
they said,” she said.
“I thought it was a very
nice experience,” Ebacher
said. “I really loved it. It was
very funny.”
For people who missed
“The King Stag” performances, Ebacher said that
a lot of opportunities were
missed. She encouraged viewers to see future SCSU plays.

$UWLVW3URÀOH

Andrew Walesch, self-taught musician
Chelsea Christman
STAFF WRITER

Imagine teaching
yourself to play the piano.
Think of yourself learning
the notes, how to strike a
chord perfectly, without any
teacher or mentor. Success
is usually unknown under
such circumstances. Still,
Andrew Walesch, local
U][QKQIVLMÅM[\PMWLL[
He is a self-taught pianist,
vocalist, and composer.
“I’ve been singing ever
since I was a little kid, and
one day I just decided I
didn’t want to wait around
for a piano player to come
along so I could sing,”
Walesch said. So, he taught
himself piano.
Starting during high
[KPWWT?ITM[KPÅO]ZML
out the fundamentals and
continued to play. In college
at St. John’s University, he
was required to take piano
lessons, which helped, but
he admits he cannot really
read music.
“I play a lot of jazz, and
most of that is spontaneous
and improvised,” Walesch
said.
Devoted to music,
Walesch is originally from
St. Cloud. He attended Cathedral High School and, in
2010, he graduated from St.
John’s University with a degree in music and political
science. He utilizes the music major more often. After
graduation, Walesch moved
to Minneapolis, where his
music career is now based.
Still, he frequently performs
around the St. Cloud area.

Known as “the boy with
the voice,” Walesch is currently part of the Pioneer
Place’s play “Laughing All
The Way II”. As the musical director, he plays piano
and sings along to spirited
Christmas songs during
the sketch comedy show.
Walesch also conducts the
other musicians, including
trumpet and harp players.
He said the play is a ton of
fun to be involved with.
“We’re lucky to have
such wonderful talent in
Minnesota, like Andrew
Walesch,” said Dan Barth,
co-owner of the Pioneer
Place.
Although Walesch
has played every style of
music, from pop to blues to
country, jazz is his favorite
genre. “In jazz, it is never
the same thing twice, but
always a different way to
play a chord, which keeps it
interesting,” Walesch said.
Based on his passion,
Walesch plays mainly jazz,
but also blues, R&B, funk,
soul, and even pop. He
is currently working on
mixing styles together, like
infusing pop with jazz and
R&B. Walesch said he is
trying to incorporate different varieties of music to
create a new sound.
Walesch has recorded
jingles, produced Sinatra
tributes, composed and arranged music, and sang as
a solo artist with big bands
all around the Midwest.
His unique voice wins over
crowds, and he has performed on multiple stages,
for both private and public

SHUN JIE YOUNG / VISUALS EDITOR

Andrew Walesch, a local musician, sings during a performance of ‘Laughing All
The Way II’ at the Pioneer Place.

events, all over Minnesota
and the Midwest. Singing
and playing at the stage
of the legendary Chicago
Theater and the Dakota
Jazz Club in Minneapolis,
and many other venues,
Walesch is a rising star.
“Music is life,” Walesch
said. “It gives me a reason
to live, and I don’t know
what I’d do if I wasn’t a
musician.”
Relying on his two
main instruments of piano
and his voice, Walesch has
already produced two alJ]U[0Q[ÅZ[\ZMKWZL\Q\TML
“In Other Words”, was
released in 2008. The work
features “his take on classic

standards and features an
original tune.” Walesch was
only a sophomore in college
_PMVPQ[LZMIUWN IÅZ[\
album became reality.
The next year, 2009,
Walesch released “My Most
Memorable Christmas”.
His second album features
a 12-piece orchestra with
original arrangements by
Ken Vork. It is a “collection of Christmas classics
and two original Christmas
songs” with guest singer
Roy Colbert.
Walesch has plans for
the future as well. “I’m
working with a songwriter
and producer in Nashville
to create my next CD,”

Walesch said. Although all
the details are not completed yet, he said the album
will hopefully be released
this spring.
A local musician,
Walesch is committed to his
career, and he has a busy
schedule. He will be performing in the “Laughing
All The Way II” play until
Dec. 23. Other stops on his
tour include frequent visits
to the Veranda Lounge,
The House of Pizza in Sartell, Cannon River Winery,
and more. For more information, his tour schedule,
or to contact Walesch to
perform, visit www.andrewwalesch.com.

&ODVVLÀHGV
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

7 BDRM HOUSE NEXT
To Library! Open 1213 School Yr! $335/PM
www.stcloudrental.com

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com

HOUSES HOUSES 20+
Locations 1-6 Blks
SCSU Dan 251-1925
mpmproperties.net

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts,Close SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

REMODELED 6BDRM!
On 6th Ave! Huge
Front Porch & Garage
www.stcloudrental.com

NO ROOMATE?
No Problem! Single Room
$235. Great Location On
Busline. Paid Heat, Water,
Garbage, Free Basic Cable
& Wi/Fi. 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com

SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!

HOUSES AND APTS.
CAMPUS APTS. ON
Now Renting “12-13”
5th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
School Year. Dan 251-1925
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W,
mpmproperties.net
Parking 1 1/2 Blocks To
Miller Library. Avail. 6/1/12.
GRAB A FRIEND
Excel Prop. 251-6005
And Leave Dorm Life Behind!
excelpropmgmt.com
Come View Our 1 & 2 & 4
Bedroom Apts. and Single
MAKE A MOVE TO
Bedrooms. Heat, Basic Cable,
Kent Housing! Kent
Trash, Water Included. Call
Housing.com or
Liz 320-217-4115
320-252-5500
ww.northernmgmt.com
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments 2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673

AVL IMMEDIATELY!
3 Rooms For Rent In Large 10
Bedroom House 1 Block From
SCSU. $350/Month. Includes
All Utilities! 320-761-0911 Ryan

FEMALES AND MALES. HOUSES 3BR. TO 12 BR.
Spacious. Great Value.1-6
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
apartments. Heat paid, A/C, Blks To SCSU. Free Heat/
Parking Dan 251-1925
D/W, Parking avail. Now
mpmproperties.net
and Jan 1. E.P.M. 251-6005
2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year!
Free Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

scsu4rent.com
3+4 BEDROOMS
University Place Apts
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com

WESTVIEW AND
University West Apts. 4
bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com

1,2,3,4,5 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent Prime
Location! Specials On Rent!
HOUSES/APTS/
Utilities Paid For. New Carpet! Huge Kitchens And Fam- Rooms Avail. Now 1/1 And
ily Rooms. Individual Parking 1/15. 2-6 Blks SCSU Free
Heat/Parking Dan 251-1925
Spots! Call 320-492-1230
mpmproperties.net
STUDIO APTS. 400+
Square Feet. Heat Paid, A/C,
SAFFRON SUITES 395
Micro, Laundry, Parking 2
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt.
Blocks To Campus. Avail
Available Immediately
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
Next
To Welcome Center
excelpropmgmt.com
Phone 320-290-2128

HOUSING
10 BEDROOM HOUSE
For Rent! Open 12-13/School
Year Call 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com

STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
SCSU HOUSES FOR
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, ParkRent! 12-13 8 Bdrm On 6th
ing One Block To Halenbeck
Ave! $285/PM All House
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
Showings Start Octover 17th
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
www.stcloudrental.com
excelpropmgmt.com
SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Large 2 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W,
Laundry, Parking Close
To SCSU. Avail. 6/1/12
Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

808 9TH AVERemodeled 5 Bedrm! 816 9th
Ave- 5 Bdrm $310/PM 818
9th Ave- $300/PM! 6 Bdrm!
Call Us! 320-229-1919

1,2 &3 BEDROOM APTS.
Avail. Washer Dryer
In Unit Dishwasher.
HUGE 4 BDRM HOUSE!
Open 12-3 814 5th St. S! On Clipper Bus Line Call For
Showings.320-259-4040 or
Call Us! 320-229-1919
320-333-7789
STUDIO APARTMENT
Available Jan. 1st
SCSU HOUSES,
400+ square feet. Heat paid,
Houses, Houses!
A/C, Parking,
www.stcloudrental.com
E.P.M. 251-6005
AT T E N T I O N
FIND A PLACE TO
RENT Or Post Rental
CHEAP IPOD,
Listing At radrenter.com
Iphone, Ipad Repair. www.
huskyipodrepair.com
SAVE MONEY NOW!
2 Bedroom $499. Free
Heat, Water, Garbage Basic
Cable And Parking. Call
Liz Today! 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com
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WEEK OF DEC. 5 - 11

BASKETBALL
W - SW Minnesota State
Dec. 9, 6 p.m.
Away
Minnesota State
Dec. 10, 6 p.m.
Away
M - SW Minnesota State
Dec. 9, 8 p.m.
Away
Minnesota State
Dec. 10, 8 p.m.
Away

HOCKEY
W - Minnesota State

Dec. 9, 7:07 p.m.
Home
Dec. 10, 2:07 p.m.
Home

NORDIC SKI
Grandview Challenge

Dec. 10-11 at Ironwood, Mich.
Away

WRESTLING
Husky Open

Dec. 10, 9 a.m.
Home

VIKINGS
Detroit Lions
Dec. 11, 12 p.m.
Away

Sports & Fitness

Health Columns
A lazy girl’s guide to
VWD\LQJßWLQZLQWHU
Hannah Swift
HEALTH COLUMN

As students, many of us are lacking time and money, two things most
people think they need to get a good
work out. Wintertime, particularly
around the holidays, is perhaps the
toughest time of year to get any sort of
exercise.
*M\_MMVÅVIT[IVLITT\PMW\PMZ
things that take up our lives, it is hard
to feel like setting aside time to get to
the gym.
0W_M^MZI[IÅ\VM[[QV[\Z]Ktor once told me, the point at which
people are so busy and stressed that
they give up on working out, that is
exactly the time when our bodies need
exercise the most. Physical and mental
well-being are aided when we get the
right amount of exercise, eat right, and
get enough rest.
Sounds like everything you’ve ever
ZMILIJW]\Å\VM[[JMNWZMZQOP\'
I’m not here to be the solution to
ITTaW]ZPMIT\PIVLÅ\VM[[XZWJTMU[
IVL1¼UVW\IY]ITQÅMLPMI\PQV[\Z]Ktor by any means, but after being a
college student for four years there are
a few healthful tips I’ve stumbled upon
that have helped me make it through
the winter without having to buy a bigger pair of pants.
1IT[W_IV\\WJMKTMIZ"\PM[M
pointers are what I’ve discovered on
my quest to feel healthy, not to look a
certain way. When exercise becomes
something you do more for your mental health rather than trying to reach
a certain number on a scale it become
much more fun.
Set a time
The idea is a simple one. Set a
time, every day, where you can get
some sort of exercise. You may think
every day is a little excessive, but if I at
least attempt to get to the gym every
day, I usually end up actually going
about half the time.
Half is better than nothing, and I
ÅVL\PMO]QT\WN [SQXXQVOILIaI\\PM

WILD

HEALTH COLUMN

Sharks
Dec. 4, 9:30 p.m.
Away

Whether it’s joining a health club,
dieting, or even quitting a bad habit,
a New Year’s resolution is a good
guideline for improving daily life and
health. Sticking with a resolution is
LQNÅK]T\J]\[WZM_IZLQVOQV\PMTWVO
run. There are many ways that you can
realize your New Year’s resolution.
One way is to start thinking of one
now. If you establish guidelines for a
change in your life early, keeping your
eyes on the prize in advance will help
keep you motivated and ensure enough
time for you to start up any pre-goal
maintenance. In fact, it’s not too early
to start working for that goal now. Even
\ISQVOJIJa[\MX[\W_IZL\PMÅVITRW]Zney to that goal helps a lot in the long
run. For example, a healthy resolution
would be to try to quit smoking. One
way to start quitting early would be to
ÅZ[\QLMV\QNa\PM]T\QUI\MOWIT"\W[\WX
smoking altogether. Once you have
done that, you can make a list of steps
you will take once you begin your work
towards your goal.
If weight loss through dieting
is your goal, some baby steps may
include things like writing out what
you plan to eat every day, or creating a
chart where you can write down what
you have eaten for future reference.
Another step to take is to consider
what you are eating now, and seeing
how many of the less healthy items you
can substitute for something healthier.
It could be something as easy as chang-

Coyotes
Dec. 10, 7 p.m.
Away

Happy Holidays from the
University Chronicle!
We’ll see you in print on
January 8, but be sure to visit
us online over the break at
www.universitychronicle.net

gym will make me want to go more the
next day.
While guilt may not be the best
motivator, it usually works.
This technique will work particularly well if you, like me, live by what’s
written in your planner.
Schedule the time you want to go,
but make sure you have enough time
so you don’t have to rush a workout.
I’ve always found my most enjoyable
time at the gym is when I know I don’t
have to rush off to class 20 minutes
after my workout. Why add stress to
something that is supposed to help you
[\Ia[\ZM[[NZMM'
The little things
The small things you do everyday
to be more healthy will quickly add up.
As will the little things you do that are
unhealthy. What I try to do is remember this when I’m tempted to take the
elevator rather than the stairs, or grab
that dessert at Garvey on my way out.
Those spur of the moment decisions can be little boosts to your health.
Even though taking the stairs may only
burn 5 more calories (I’m just throwing
a number out there), those 5 calories
can add up to be about 25 a day, or
175 a week, which would be 9,100 a
year.
Once you start picking apart
aW]ZLIQTaZW]\QVM\WÅVLTQ\\TMXTIKM[
for healthy improvement, it kind of
becomes a game or a challenge to see
how many you can get in a day.
Beverages
This is probably going to be the
hardest thing for many people but pop,
soda, coke, whatever you call it, it is
terrible for you.
1ZIZMTaLZQVSXWXWZIVaÅbba
beverage. I also tend to stay away from
juice because of the high amount of
sugar. It is probably one of the easiest
ways to improve your diet.
Wasting calories on beverages is
silly because it won’t make you feel
full, it once you give it up other things
start to taste better. What I mean by
this is when your taste buds aren’t used
to so much sweetness and sugar they

JMKWUMUWZM[MV[Q\Q^M\WÆI^WZ[
So no more pop, but do you need
IVIT\MZVI\Q^M'
I’m a huge supporter of tea. For
those who don’t like water (yeah, I
know you weirdos exist even though
water doesn’t have a taste!) try a bunch
WN LQNNMZMV\SQVL[WN \MI\QTTaW]ÅVL
one you like. I’m not talking about
bottled tea (yuck) but tea bags, or loose
leaf. You can make a huge batch of it
at once and keep it in your fridge.
It you like your tea a little sweet,
you shouldn’t feel bad about putting
some sugar or honey in it because
the pop you could have drank would
probably have 10 times the amount of
sugar.
Enjoy food
I really like eating. Unfortunately
the lifestyle of a poor college student
doesn’t really allow for a lot of gourmet cooking sessions.
My motto on food is that if it’s
good, eat it and enjoy it. I don’t prescribe to calorie counting, though that
may work for some. Rather I tend to
think of food being as being “worth
it.”
For instance, is it really worth it to
eat a dry piece of cake at a birthday
XIZ\a'<PW[MKITWZQM[KW]TLOWQV[\MIL
to a yummy pasta dinner with garlic
bread. So skip on the cake, which
wouldn’t have been worth it anyways,
and enjoy eating your carbs elsewhere.
Enjoy food, but try not to over
do it. Portion control is a good thing
to learn, but knowing that you can
have more if something is really tasty
is good too. Don’t make food your
enemy.
Ultimately, whatever tricks you use,
health should be something you do
because you value it in your life. While
I may not always want to go to the
gym, I do want to feel healthy now and
in the future. Having a more healthy
lifestyle takes time, so don’t be afraid
to start off with baby steps. Keep with
Q\IVL\PMJMVMÅ\[_QTT[\IZ\\WUISMQ\
worth your time.

Making and keeping your
healthy New Years’ resolutions
Lauren Willms

Kings
Dec. 8, 9:30 p.m.
Away
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ing your daily helping of potato chips
to a bag of pretzels. Another way to
begin to improve your diet early is to
not change your eating habits for at
least a week, and write down everything you eat in any given week. When
you reference it when it comes time
to start your diet, it will be easier to
identify what you should cut out of
your diet as well is items that can be
substituted. Eventually, upon keeping
a journal of your eating, you will see
a large contrast in eating habits. This
not only motivates you to keep going,
J]\IT[WZMÆMK\[_PI\aW]PI^MIKKWUplished.
1N PMIT\PIVLÅ\VM[[Q[aW]ZOWIT
[\IZ\_Q\PIVQVNWZUITÅ\VM[[I[[M[[ment. Take record of your current
weight, BMI, blood pressure, and daily
activity. Once you have the results, you
can start building off of that by assessing yourself weekly throughout your
exercise.
It is never too early to start exercising. You can (and should) start off
small, with things like taking the stairs
instead of the elevator, or walking
places instead of driving. Once you see
your assessment start to improve, then
you can move into more structured,
high-energy workouts. Starting out
slow is better for your body to get used
to exercising. If you start high-energy,
high-cardio workouts right away, it is
easy to get discouraged. Easing into
things is not only good for your body,
but also for your motivation.
If you want to start the early, feel
free to make a list of steps and follow it
starting now. That way, you can either

make another resolution, or make your
original resolution a motivation to continue the process you already started.
Another way to keep your resolution healthy is to set realistic goals.
Setting a resolution such as “I want to
lose weight” is a good baseline, but beQVOUWZM[XMKQÅKKIVPMTXaW]XQK\]ZM
IKPQM^QVO\PI\OWIT)UWZM[XMKQÅK
reasonable goal would be something
like “I want to lose 10 pounds by February.” A goal like that is a reasonable
amount of weight to lose, and with a
[XMKQÅKV]UJMZIVL\QUMTQVMaW]KIV
see ultimately what you have to work
for.
Setting realistic goals are also
important so you don’t disappoint
yourself by not achieving unachievable
goals. If someone were to set a goal
such as “I want to lose 100 pounds by
February,” they would be disappointed
when February came along. A goal like
that is physically impossible. Keep in
mind that you want to actually achieve
your goal. If you have never attempted
to lose weight or quit smoking, keeping
an ultimate goal in mind paired with
reasonable steps is the perfect way to
set an effective resolution.
Don’t lose courage. Resolutions
take time to work; that’s why we have a
whole year to execute them. There will
be small hiccups, don’t let them throw
your motivation.
So whether your New Year’s
resolution involves losing 50 pounds or
changing a lifelong habit, remember
these key steps, and your goal is sure to
be achieved.
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Women’s basketball falls short
Scott Hillesheim
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU women’s basketball team played two competitive games this weekend, but came up short in both. After a 58-56 defeat at the hands of U-Mary a night earlier,
the Huskies fought hard in a tightly contested 71-67 loss to
the Northern State University Wolves.
Friday’s Game - Staff Report
Friday’s game against the University of Mary was close
right up to the buzzer, but a Marauders point guard scored
two free throws with four seconds left.
<PM\_WXWQV\[NWZ\PM5IZI]LMZ[X]\\PMÅVIT[KWZMI\
58-56, a loss for SCSU, making the Huskies 3-2 overall and
0-1 in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference.
<PMÅZ[\XMZQWL[\IZ\MLWNN _Q\PI\]ZVW^MZJa4QVLI
Murray of the Marauders, but Husky Amanda Wagner
quickly stole the ball back. Then, seconds later, Ali Collins
of the University of Mary stole the ball from Wagner.
<PMÅOP\NWZXW[[M[[QWVWN \PMJITTKWV\QV]MLNWZ\PM
ÅZ[\UQV]\MWN \PMOIUMMVLQVO_Q\PITIa]XJa+WTTQV[
starting the game off in the Marauders’ favor.
SCSU kept the University of Mary on their toes
\PZW]OPW]\\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL)N\MZIZWKSa[\IZ\\PM0][SQM[
managed to stay in the lead for most of the period. They
MVLML\PMÅZ[\PITN WN \PMOIUMTMILQVO! 
The Huskies continued to hold a strong lead in the
second period. With help from Sam Price, Wagner, Jordi
Gerking and Aaryn Booker, the Huskies pulled ahead by
!XWQV\[[M\\QVO\PM[KWZMI\_Q\P"TMN\QV\PM
game.
In the last 13 minutes the Marauders managed to hold
on to possession of the ball longer and started to catch up
to the Huskies.
With a minute left, the Marauders tied the score at 5555. The Marauders scored again, and a timeout was called
by the Huskies.
Booker managed to score after the timeout, but then
missed the second free throw. As the time ran short, MaZI]LMZ4QVL[Ma;IVL_I[IJTM\W[KWZM\PM\_WNZMM\PZW_[

that helped them snag a close game.
Saturday’s game
Saturday’s game against Northern State University
featured six ties and 12 lead changes.
<PMMIZTaXWZ\QWVWN \PMÅZ[\PITN _I[LMÅVMLJa\_W
tough defenses that were hard to crack. With the Huskies
down 10-6, freshman guard Carley Jeffery knocked down a
3-pointer followed by senior post Aaryn Booker of Minneapolis hitting a baseline jumper to give the Huskies their
ÅZ[\TMILI\
*WWSMZKWV\QV]ML\W[\IaPW\LZWXXQVO\_WUWZMÅMTL
OWIT[\WOQ^M\PM0][SQM[I[TQUTMILI\\PMMQOP\
minute mark. The Huskies took over for the next three
minutes, outscoring the Wolves 13-7 in this span. The run
was highlighted by the Huskies converting two transition
WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[7V\PMÅZ[\XTIaO]IZL:IKPIMT5WMVWN 
Savage jumped the passing lane and scored on a lay-up.
Immediately after, fellow guard Amanda Wagner had hit
a short shot from the block while being fouled. Wagner
coolly knocked down the free throw attempt to give the
Huskies an eight-point lead at 26-18.
Perhaps the biggest turning point in the game was the
?WT^M[LWUQVIVKMQV\PMTI[\Å^MUQV]\M[WN \PMPITN?Q\P
the score at 28-21, the Wolves shut down the Huskies while
going on a 12-0 run that took some of the air out of the
Huskies tires. Wolves post Jenna Higgins had four of the 12
points during this stretch and led the Wolves with 10 points
QV\PMÅZ[\PITN?IOVMZTML\PM0][SaKPIZOM_Q\PVQVM
XWQV\[QV\PMÅZ[\PITN
)N\MZILQ[IXXWQV\QVOMVL\W\PMÅZ[\PITN\PM0][SQM[
KIUMKPIZOQVOW]\WN \PMOI\M[MIZTaQV\PMÅZ[\PITN)N\MZ
the Wolves added one point on a free throw, the Huskies
stormed the Wolves in midst of a 10-2 run that got Halenbeck Hall buzzing. The run was jump-started when sophomore Sam Price hit a 3-pointer at the wing. Junior Nicole
Anderson showed quick hands by getting a nice steal and
converting a layup. She followed with another swift score
by way of layup immediately after to give the Huskies their
ÅZ[\TMILQV\PMPITN
After a Wolves counter led to yet another lead change,
Sam Price hit a 3-pointer to give the Huskies a marginal

Diving
Continued from Page 16
that Weber and teammate White make it a point
to compete with each other
on a regular basis.
“They go back-to-back
every single meet,” she
said, “so it’s fun to watch
them compete against each
other.”
Torgerson also noted
that Weber, White, and
Tracy act as role models
to their teammates and
contribute greatly to the
overall success of the team,
which is now focused solely
on nationals.
“Nationals is always
exciting,” said Weber, who
will join the rest of his team
when they travel down to
Texas in February. “It’s just
a beautiful place to dive,
they always have really nice
facilities.”
Although the divers
compete as individuals for
the most part, they still
work together as a team in
many ways.
“It’s an individual sport,
J]\Q\¼[LMÅVQ\MTaI\MIU
atmosphere when you’re
here, especially at practice,”
[IQL?MJMZ¹AW]KIV¼\ZM-

ally dive by yourself, it just
doesn’t work that way.”
For spectators, it was
easy to get a sense of the
camaraderie between divers
as members of the different
teams continued socializing and cheering each
other on throughout the
meet, especially during the
ÅVITZW]VL)T\PW]OP\PM
athletes were serious about
their individual events, the
overall atmosphere of the
competition was lighthearted and fun.
When it comes to the
rest of the season, Torgerson says that the Huskies
will use the next few weeks
to focus on improving areas
that still need work before
the begin their championship season.
However, she has
KWUXTM\MKWVÅLMVKMQVPMZ
team.
“I’m very happy with
the way they are right now,”
[PM[IQL¹AM[\MZLIaIVL
today they showed us that
they’re well on their way to
becoming some of the best
divers in the country.”

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

The Huskies took the top three spots in the women’s 3-meter event on Saturday.
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 ?Q\P\PM[KWZMI\QVNI^WZWN \PM0][SQM[
senior guard Jordi Gerking made a 3-pointer after the
Huskies were able to get a clutch offensive rebound. With
\PM[KWZMI\IVLUWUMV\]UWV\PM0][SQM[[QLM
things were looking good and the Wolves were forced to
call a timeout.
Out of the timeout, the Huskies continued to attack
with Wolves and earned their biggest lead of the half when
freshmen Jessica Benson of Grand Meadow struck with a
pair of 3-pointers at the top of the key to push the lead to
)N\MZ0][Sa:MaIV:WJQV[WVPQ\I[PW\QV\PMXW[\
\WUISMQ\ 6;=-UQTa*MKSMVLZIQVMLIXWQV\MZ
_PQKP[XIZSMLI!Z]VNZWU\PM?WT^M[IVLOI^M\PMUI
IL^IV\IOM
Price was able to tie it up with a 3-pointer but the
Wolves were able to maintain a 63-62 lead heading into a
timeout with four minutes of action left.
The last minutes of a half again proved to be a challenge for the Huskies. The Huskies put out a very good
group of their quicker players to try and create turnovers,
J]\\PMWNÅKQIT[KITTMLITIZOMIUW]V\WN NW]T[IVL\PM
Wolves were able to make their free throws en route to
their 71-67 victory. Gerking was able to hit a three on the
baseline with 12 seconds left to narrow the margin to two,
but Becken put the game away with two made free throws.
Becken led all scores with 17 points. Higgins of the
?WT^M[ILLML<PM0][SQM[_MZMTMLJa*WWSMZ¼[
Gerking had 11, with Wagner adding nine. Benson and
Price each contributed eight points. Wagner and Booker
also had eight rebounds.
<PM0][SQM[[PW\R][\!XMZKMV\NZWU\PMÅMTL_PQTM
\PM?WT^M[_MZMUWZMMNÅKQMV\PQ\\QVO\PMQZ[PW\[I\I
percent clip.
SCSU falls to 3-3 overall and 0-2 in the NSIC. The
Huskies lost both conference games this weekend by a
combined six points. They return to action next weekend
going to Southwest Minnesota State University and Minnesota State University Mankato, respectively. Their next
home game is Jan. 2 against Augustana College. As always,
students get in free with a valid student ID.
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Men’s Hockey
+WV\QV]MLNZWUPage
[Q[\[I[PQ[[MI[WV\W\ITQVOI\Å^MOWIT[IVLVQVMI[[Q[\[
-LLaIT[WUW^MLPQ[[MI[WVI[[Q[\\W\IT\WMQOP\QV[WNIZ\PQ[
[MI[WV
;+;=ÅVQ[PMLQ\[WNNMV[MI\"_PMV+PZQ[\QIV[KWZML
WVIZMJW]VL\WUISMQ\QV\PM\PQZLXMZQWL2MV[MVIVL
8ZWKPVWXZW^QLML\PMI[[Q[\[WV\PM0][SaOWIT2MV[MVÅV
Q[PML\PMLIa_Q\P\_WI[[Q[\[_PQKPUW^M[PQUQV\WI\QMNWZ
ÅZ[\XTIKMWV\PM\MIU_Q\PI[[Q[\[ITWVO_Q\P,ZM_4M*
TIVK<PMXTIaIT[WXZW^QLML8ZWKPVW_Q\PPQ[ÅZ[\XTIaUISMZ
I[I0][Sa_Q\P\PZMMI[[Q[\[WV\PMVQOP\IVL[Q`WV\PM[MI[WV
*;=ZITTQML\W\QM\PMKWV\M[\_Q\PIV]VI[[Q[\MLOWITJa1TTW
:ILW[TI^I\"WN \PM\PQZLXMZQWLIVLIOWITJa5K4MWLI\
"_PQKPUILMQ\
)N\MZ\PM\QMJa*;=\PM0][SaNIV[OW\QV\WZITTaUWLM
IVLLQL_PI\\PMaKW]TL\WOM\\PM0][SaXTIaMZ¼[JTWWLX]UX
QVO\W[KWZM\PI\\QMJZMISQVOOWIT*W\PWNNMVKM[_WZSML^MZa
PIZLL]ZQVO\PMOIUM
1VW^MZ\QUM*;=W]\[PW\\PM0][SQM[J]\VMQ\PMZ
\MIU_I[IJTM\WJZMIS\PMLMILTWKS7V\PMVQOP\;+;=W]\
[PW\\PM*MI^MZ[7V\PMXW_MZXTIa;+;=_I[WN
IVL*;=_I[WN<PM0][SQM[UILMIOZMI\MNNWZ\QVW^MZ
\QUMR][\VW\MVW]OP\W_QV\PMOIUM
1V\PMVM\[NZM[PUIVOWITQM:aIV.IZIOPMZXW[\ML![I^M[
\WMIZV\PM\QM?IT[P_I[\PMOWITQMWN ZMKWZLNWZ\PM*MI^MZ[
_Q\P[I^M[\WPQ[KZMLQ\QV!"UQV]\M[WN XTIa*ISITIPIL
[Q`[I^M[IVLITTW_ML\PZMMOWIT[QV"WN XTIaNWZ*;=
Saturday’s Game - Staff Report
<PM0][SQM[[\IZ\ML[\ZWVOJ]\M^MV\]ITTaTW[\\PMQZÅZ[\
PWUMOIUMWN \PM[MI[WV\W*MUQLRQ;\I\MWV;I\]ZLIa
6QKS7TQ^MZKIUMW]\_Q\P\PMÅZ[\OWITR][\\PZMMUQV]\M[
QV7TQ^MZ_I[I[[Q[\MLJaNZM[PUIV*ZWWS[*MZ\[KPIVL[MVQWZ
2WZLa+PZQ[\QIV
<PM*MI^MZ[KIUMJIKSR][\IUQV]\MTI\MZ_Q\PIOWITJa
2WZLIV/MWZOMIVLI[[Q[\[Ja)IZWV5K4MWLIVL5I\\+IZT
[WV
<PM[KWZM_I[\QML]X\WIJW]\\PMUQV]\MUIZS_PMV
*;=¼[*ZIL0]V\[KWZMLWVIVI[[Q[\NZWU2MNN 2]JQV^QTTM
*MNWZM\PMXMZQWLMVLML;+;=_I[OQ^MVIXW_MZXTIa
NWZ\ZQXXQVONZWU*;=¼[2WZLIV/MWZOM<PQ[_I[NWTTW_MLJa
I*;=XW_MZXTIaIN\MZ6QKS7TQ^MZ_I[KQ\MLNWZQV\MZNMZMVKM
IVLIVW\PMZ\ZQXXQVOXMVIT\aWV*;=NZWU2IUQM5IK9]MMV
6WXWQV\[_MZM[KWZMLQVIVaWN \PM\PZMMXW_MZXTIa[IVL
;+;=ÅVQ[PMLW]\\PMQZXW_MZXTIaQV\W\PM[MKWVLXMZQWL
<PM[MKWVLXMZQWL[I_VWIL^IVKMQV\PM[KWZMJ]\*;=
OW\\PZMMUWZMXMVIT\QM[ZM[]T\QVOQV\PZMMXW_MZXTIa[NWZ
;+;=IVLWVMNWZ*;=
;+;=¼[\PQZLXW_MZXTIaTML\PMUQV\W\PM\PQZLXMZQWL
6QK,W_LOW\;+;=Q\[VM`\XMVIT\aNWZPWWSQVOJMOQVVQVOI
XW_MZXTIaI\" <PM*MI^MZ[\WWSIL^IV\IOMIVL[KWZMLI\
"!:ILW[TI^1TTWOW\Q\XI[\;+;=¼[:aIV.IZIOPMZ_Q\PIV
I[[Q[\NZWU*ZIVKM7ZJIV
;+;=TMLJa[PW\[WVOWIT_Q\P\W*;=¼[*;=
PILJTWKS[\W;+;=¼[!
)N\MZ\PM_MMSMVL¼[\QMIVLTW[[\PMaIZM W^MZITT
QV\PM?+0)*MUQLRQ;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a[Q\[I\ W^MZITT
?+0)
5MV¼[0][SaPWKSMa_QTTPI^MI_MMSWNN WN XTIaNWTTW_ML
JaI_MMSMVLWN PWUMOIUM[IOIQV[\,MV^MZWV,MKI\
"XUIVL,MKI\"XU

Men’s basketball
+WV\QV]MLNZWUPage
J]\KW]TLVW\[][\IQVIVaTWVO[KWZQVO
Z]V[?Q\P\PM[KWZMI\QVNI^WZWN 
;+;=0][SaNWZ_IZL3MVY]IVM*ZW_V
ILLMLIVW\PMZPQOPTQOP\*ZW_VI[WXPWUWZM
NZWU:WJJQV[LITMR]UXML\PMXI[[QVOTIVM
IVLÅVQ[PML_Q\PI[\ZWVOL]VS*ZW_V_W]TL
KTW[M\PM0][Sa[KWZQVO_PMVPMVIQTMLI
XWQV\MZ\WMVL\PMOIUMI\ 
<PM0][SQM[W]\[KWZML5IZa!QV
JW\PPIT^M[:W\P[\MQV_PWPILXWQV\[WV
WN[PWW\QVOTML\PM0][SQM[*MZO[\ZI[MZ
IVL2MV[MVPILIVLXWQV\[ZM[XMK\Q^MTa
8]\bIVL5QSM:W[\IUXW]ZMIKPILLML
[M^MV2MV[MVTML\PM0][SQM[QVI[[Q[\[_Q\P
[Q`
5IZa_I[TMLJa2W[P<]ZVMZIVL,IZQ][
:WJQV[WV_PWMIKPPILXWQV\[
<PM0][SQM[PQ\I_PWXXQVOXWQV\
MZ[\PZW]OPW]\\PMOIUMWVI\\MUX\[<PM
0][SQM[_MZM!NZWU\PMNZMM\PZW_TQVM
_PQTM5IZa_I[ 
<PM0][SQM[KWV\QV]M6;1+XTIaVM`\
_MMSMVL_Q\P\_WI_IaOIUM[IOIQV[\;W]\P
_M[\5QVVM[W\I;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\aIVL5QVVM
[W\I;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a5IVSI\W
;I\]ZLIa¼[/IUM;\INN :MXWZ\
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Fans cheer in the stands at Husky Stadium during Saturday’s game.

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Husky Ryan Faragher blocks a shot by BSU on Saturday.

<PM0][SQM[NIKML\PM6WZ\PMZV;\I\M
=VQ^MZ[Q\a?WT^M[WV;I\]ZLIaI\0ITMVJMKS
0ITTQVIKTW[MOIUM\PI\MVLML_Q\P;+;=
_QVVQVO! 
0][Sa\MIUKIX\IQV*ZM\\8]\bIVLR]
VQWZ;PI]V2MV[MVJW\PPMTXML;+;=ZMUIQV
]VLMNMI\MLJa[KWZQVOXWQV\[IXQMKMIOIQV[\
\PM?WT^M[<PM!XWQV\[[KWZMLI\;I\]Z
LIa¼[OIUM_I[\PMPQOPM[\aM\QVIVa;+;=
UMV¼[JI[SM\JITTOIUM\PQ[[MI[WV
<PMÅZ[\XMZQWL[\IZ\MLWNN _Q\PIR]UXMZ
Ja<QU*MZO[\ZI[MZI[[Q[\MLJa;PI]V2MV[MV
[KWZQVO\_WY]QKSXWQV\[NWZ\PM0][SQM[
2MV[MVKWV\QV]ML\W[KWZMIVLXTIaML
[\ZWVOITWVO_Q\P8]\b\PMaSMX\;+;=IPMIL
NWZ[\IZ\WN \PMÅZ[\XMZQWL<PM0][SQM[SMX\
\PMTMILNWZ\PMMV\QZMXMZQWL_PQTM6WZ\PMZV
;\I\M[\Z]OOTML\WOIQVKWV\ZWT
<PMÅZ[\XMZQWLMVLML!QVNI^WZWN 
;+;=
<PM[MKWVLXMZQWL[\IZ\ML_Q\PIR]UXMZ
Ja2IZML0IVVQOIVWN \PM?WT^M[J]\\PM
0][SQM[Y]QKSTaZM[XWVLML_PMV<PMW:W\P
[\MQV[KWZMLWVIXWQV\MZ_Q\PIVI[[Q[\Ja
8]\b
<PM?WT^M[_MZMIJTM\WSMMX\PM0][SQM[
J][aWV\PMKW]Z\NWZU]KPWN \PM[MKWVLXM
ZQWLJ]\\PMaVM^MZ\WWS\PMTMILNZWU;+;=
<PM0][SQM[XTIaML_Q\PIÅMZKMWNNMV[M
IVLLMNMV[MIVL\PMQZ_QVIOIQV[\6WZ\PMZV
Kenquane Brown goes for a 2-point jump shot.
;\I\M[PW_ML\PMaIZMINWZKM\WJMZMKSWVML
_Q\P

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Guard Shaun Jensen catches his breath during a break in Saturday’s game.

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Tim Bergstraser blocks an opponent.
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Men’s basketball still undefeated
;KW\\0QTTM[PMQU
STAFF WRITER

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

<QU*MZO[\ZI[MZOWM[NWZI[PWZ\R]UX[PW\QV;I\]ZLIa¼[OIUM

Both weekend games for
the men’s basketball team
helped the Huskies add to
their undefeated record so
far this season. On Friday
night the Huskies dominated
the University of Mary, then
went on to beat out Northern State University on
Saturday. With six total wins
this season, the Huskies are
QV\PMKWVNMZMVKM
.ZQLIa¼[/IUM
The SCSU men’s
basketball team cruised to
a 78-55 victory over the
University of Mary in their
NSIC opener Friday night at
Halenbeck Hall. The Huskies, paced by junior Theo
:W\P[\MQV¼[XWQV\[UW^ML
to 5-0 overall.
Both teams started
off shooting cold before
Husky senior forward Scott
Hawkins of New Ulm
opened the scoring three
minutes in with a 3-pointer.
<PMÅZ[\MQOP\UQV]\M[WN 
the game was very competitive with both teams playing
man-to-man defense and
causing the offenses to turn
it over or take bad shots.
With Mary up 8-7, the
Huskies’ offense began to
click and proceeded to go

WVIZ]V\WOIQVI!!
lead. The run was highlighted by back-to-back 3-point
shots by Rothstein and
freshman Connor Niehaus.
With the game at 19-9,
Husky sophomore Tim
Bergstraser played a vital
role in the Husky offense,
scoring seven of the next
10 Husky points and coming down with some key
rebounds. Bergstraser,
of Apollo High School,
ÅVQ[PML\PMVQOP\_Q\P
points and nine rebounds
and was a consistent force
on both sides of the ball
<PM0][SQM[PILI!
lead, but Mary would battle
back by going on a 5-0 run.
However, whenever they
would go on a minor scoring
run, the Huskies would go
on their own larger run.
Niehaus closed out the HusSa[KWZQVOQV\PMÅZ[\PITN 
with a 3-pointer to make it
!5IZa¼[4IUILI?QTliams would hit a shot to cut
the Huskies halftime lead to
!<PM0][SQM[XTIaML
very exceptional defense in
\PMÅZ[\PITN<PM[KWZQVO
was also distributed very
evenly among the Huskies in
\PMÅZ[\PITN_Q\P*MZOstraser’s nine points leading
the way.

The second half was
an even stronger half for
the Huskies as they raced
W]\WN \PMOI\M[_Q\PI
run to gain a comfortable
TMIL:W\P[\MQVIVL
senior guard Brett Putz each
knocked down a 3-pointer
during the run. Rothstein
began to take over the game
on both ends of the court
when he stole a Mary pass
and transitioned it quickly in
\WIÆI[PaJMPQVL\PMJIKS
dunk.
Rothstein continued his
strong play on the defensive side of the ball taking
a charge. After a Mary 6-0
run, Rothstein hit two consecutive 3-pointers at each
wing to push the lead back
to an impressive 61-35.
The Huskies really took
over in the game on a 7-0
run when Rothstein hit his
ÅN\PXWQV\MZWN \PMOIUM
Bergstraser followed with
a nice basket following a
pair of nice passes by Putz
and Rothstein. Junior point
guard Shaun Jensen pushed
the lead to 69-41 with seven
minutes left in the game
when he thunderously
dunked it.
With momentum
squarely in the Husky corVMZ5IZa\ZQML\WÅOP\JIKS

6HH!"#$%&,-%*".,-//&0&!"#$

Men’s hockey ties;
ORVHVßUVWKRPHJDPH
Brian Gardner
STAFF WRITER

SCSU men’s hockey
team continued their
undefeated streak on home
ice this past Friday evening
with a 6-6 tie against Bemidji State University at the
National Hockey Center in
St. Cloud, Minn.
2][\Å^MUQV]\M[QV\W\PM
ÅZ[\XMZQWL*MUQLRQ;\I\M[
Aaron McLeod scored to
give the Beavers a 1-0 lead.
Taylor Johnson of the HusSQM[OW\PQ[ÅZ[\[PW\WVVM\
with a slap shot from the
blue line which was taken
away by BSU’s goaltender.
Despite a shaky start,
the Huskies came back to
tie with a goal by freshman
Nick Oliver at 11:31 of the
ÅZ[\XMZQWLIVLI[[Q[\MLJa
freshman defender Andrew
Prochno and senior forward Jordy Christian. This
_I[7TQ^MZ¼[ÅZ[\OWITI[I
Husky; he was one of three
Huskies who scored their
ÅZ[\OWIT[WN \PM
season. This rush from the
Huskies’ offense got the
crowd back in the game.
Junior captain Ben

Hanowski scored with 7:58
TMN\QV\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL_PQKP
pushed the SCSU lead to
;MVQWZNWZ_IZL<ZI^Q[
Novak and junior forward
David Eddy assisted the
goal.
With 4:15 left in the
ÅZ[\XMZQWL;+;=¼[R]VQWZ
defender Taylor Johnson
scored with a nice “one timer”, this gave the Huskies
three unanswered goals.
Freshman defender JarZWL:IJMaXW[\MLPQ[ÅN\P
assist of the season and the
second assist was by Novak.
<PQ[_I[2WPV[WV¼[ÅZ[\OWIT
of the year and it marked
the third consecutive twoassist game for Novak. BSU
responded by removing
their starting goalie Dan
Bakala, and replaced him
with their back up goalie
Andrew Walsh.
It seemed like the
Huskies were taking over
\PM[MKWVLPITN WN \PMÅZ[\
period until the Beavers
scored with a goal by Jordan George, which made
\PM[KWZM\PQ[MVLML\PM
ÅZ[\XMZQWL<PM0][SQM[
out shot the Beavers 9-4 in
\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL
Just minutes into the

second period, BSU scores
to tie the game at 3-3. This
goal by George gave BSU
the momentum and the
ability to change the pace
of the game. The Beavers
then earned a 4-3 lead with
a goal by Brady Wacker at
"WN \PMVLXMZQWL
Hanowski had a chance
to come back and score,
but was taken down from
behind by a BSU defender
which caused a penalty for
the Beavers.
The Huskies got back
on track at 9:16 of the second period with power play
goal from Hanowski, this
tied the game at 4-4. The
assists came from sophomore defender Nick Jensen
and sophomore forward
Cam Reid. This marked
Hanowski’s team-leading,
\POWITWN [MI[WV
The Huskies pushed
their lead to 5-4 with a goal
by Novak at 3:55 of the
third period as Eddy and
Prochno each had assists.
6W^ISÅVQ[PMLPQ[VQOP\
with one goal and two as-

6HH!"#$%&'()*"+&
!"#$

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

5MV¼[LQ^QVO\WWS\PMÅZ[\\PZMMXTIKM[QV\PMUMV¼[UM\MZM^MV\

'LYLQJZLQVDWKRPH
4MIP+IZZ
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6QKS7TQ^MZÅOP\[PQ[_IaXI[\*;=XTIaMZ[QV;I\]ZLIa¼[OIUM

SCSU divers showcased their talent on
Saturday when they welcomed competitors
to the Halenbeck Aquatics Center for the
ÅVITLIaWN \PM;+;=,Q^QVO1V^Q\I\QWVIT
The invitational consisted of two
UMM\[#\PMÅZ[\WV.ZQLIaIVL\PM[MKWVL
on Saturday. Saturday’s meet, which ran
NZWUIU\WXU_I[IJQO[]KKM[[
NWZ\PM0][SQM[_PWVW\WVTaKTIQUMLÅZ[\
place, but second and third as well in both
the men’s 1-meter event and the women’s
3-meter event.
;MVQWZLQ^MZ)TTQ[WV<ZIKa\WWSÅZ[\
XTIKMNWZ\PM_WUMV_Q\PIÅVIT[KWZMWN 
 IVLÅZ[\aMIZ<WZQ:IQPTMNWTTW_ML
scoring 459.10 for second. Finally, a score

WN [MK]ZML\PQZLXTIKMNWZ+PMT[Ma
*M\PSMIT[WIÅZ[\aMIZ
<PM\WX\PZMM[XW\[NWZUMV_MZMÅTTML
(in order) by junior Luke Weber, with a score
of 556.55, followed closely by fellow junior
+PZQ[?PQ\M_PW[KWZMLIVL<aTMZ
5IOITQ[IÅZ[\aMIZ_PWUM\\PMI]\WUI\QK
qualifying mark for nationals with his score
of 515.05. This was not only a victory for
Magalis, but for the entire team as well.
“Tyler needed to qualify today, that was
kind of everyone’s goal,” said Weber after
the meet, “it wasn’t really about anything
else, so that was kind of cool.”
Diving coach Tracy Torgerson explained

6HH1232#4&0&!"#$

